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I. - SUMM Y 
The application of av riety of virological techniques to the study 
of Wesselsbron virus hos resulted in the compilin of much worthwhile in-
formation on the biophysical, biochemical and serological operties of 
this virus. 
Wessels on virus, like most arboviruses, showed mar ed sensitivity 
to the action of both ether and sodium deoxychol e. 
The presence of o haemagglutinin in suspensions of Wesselsbron virus, 
propagated in suckling mouse brains, was confirmed, and this was found to 
react optimally with goose red cells within a pH ran.., 6 . 1 - 6 .3 . The 
haemagglutinin present in the fluid of cultures of virus-infected foetal lamb 
kidney cells haemoggJutinated optimally at pH 5 . 9 . Suspensions of Wessels-
bron virus, which had been repeatedly passaged in foetal lamb kidney cells, 
showed severe limitation of hoemagglutinin activity or failed to haemoggluti-
note at all • The haemagglutination inhibition test established the specificity 
of the reoction ond demonstrated a sharing of tigens between Wessebbron 
virus and another Gf'oup 8 arbovirus. 
Zone electrophoresis in a sucrose density gradient revealed the esenee 
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of o main inf ctive component of r latively high lutinin 
appeared as two widely separable components1 one associated with the whole 
virus and another of v ry low electrophoretic mobility. 
The buoyant density of the virus particle wos determined by nsity 
gradient centrifugation and found to be 1.22 gn\/'cc, a figure lower than that 
for many other viruses. The densHy of the haemagglutinin proved to be of 
the some order lying betw n 1.189 and 1.327 (cc . 
Ult ntrifug ion studies lndic o totion coeffici t of 
144.05 S for the infective particle d 72.1 S fort lutinin. The 
di t of the inf ctiv particle w calcul f these d ity and sedi-
mentation coefficient data to be 34. 
Sup for this particl size esti ion w riv fr ultrafil tration 
experiments in hich t inf tious pc:atiele on having a dia er 
of .j.j • .> t,t d it Id back by a with an APO of 62 mp.. The 
vast majority ol the h gglutinin was h d bock by m branes with on avera 
pore diameter of 222 /" · 
Th ttempts to isolate infecti nucl ic acid from th whole virus 
particles were successful • The fact that this infectious material was completely 
inactivated y ribonucleose est bl ished Wes.5elsbron virus as one of the RNA 
viruses . This assumption was supported by the earl t appearance and develop-
ment of Wesselsbron virus antigens in the cyto lasm of th infected cells de-
monstrated by the fluorescent antibody technique . 
Studies of Wesselsbron virus infected foetal lamb kidney cells by 
electron microscopy, emphasised the cytoplasm as the site of virus synthesis . 
emark le and pparently unique orderly erned inclusions were demon-
strated in th cytoplasm of infected ceHs . Whole virus ticles measuring 
approximately 34 mJl in diameter were observed scattered or in clusters in 
cisterns of the ndo losmie reticulum . 
. . .. 
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II - INTRODUCTION 
1954/55, a hitherto unknown viru was tsolated in 
th w sbron onge Fr , in th lie 
Africa, f lowin tbr ak of dise in o fl of sh p (W i , H ig 
1956). The clinical symor,oms r led those ift Valley 
Fev , bu the inf cted sh p had i niz against this dise two 
weeks previously. The virus was isolated fr the ain of an eight day old 
that h durin the out , 
on' virus, strain van T I now int ationally known 
ei (1956) described a typlca clinic pictur of a f ile 
reaction in adult sheep ace ied by a low •, ta 100~ 
death rate g foetu 
. 
to full t carra • 
loni (1 of lsbron 
virus lbur ca' a (Cope), aintained that sheep of all 
ages war th t mart ity r ev n in the subac.ute form 
atory # th inf t e SUS-
ible to vi inf ti y t route while ice I than 
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t days old were also susceptible to intra iton al iniection. Reports 
indicate that guinea-pigs, r bbits, cattl , horses, pigs and e yonated hens' 
eggs mat be successfully infected with Wesse1$bron virus (Weiss !!_11956). 
The virus affects man c sing an influenza-like illn characterized 
by fever, headache, severe muscular pain ond ostration ( tciss et al 1956) . 
A case of a naturally inf cted human bein was reported b, Smithburn, 
Kokemot, Weinbren and De illon (1957). Two additional cases w re 
reported by H ymann, Kokemot and De Jlloo (1958) among persoonel 
undertaking field investi ions during the Middelburg outbreak in 1957. 
Serological tests eoofirmed Wessels on virus to be the causative agent. 
Antibodies to Wesselsbron virus have been found in the sera of human 
beings (Smithbu t al 1959), and in the sero of domestic qu upeds (Koker-
not, Smithburn and Klug 1961) in Northern Nat I. Kokemot, Szlamp, 
Levitt and McIntosh (1965) conducted a serological study amongst hum 
in the Caprivi Strip and Bechuanoland Frot ct ate in 1959, and found th 
40 ro of the sera tested had neutr izing anti ies to Wesselst.ron virus. 
Wesselsbron virus is transmitted incipally by Aedes (Banksinella) 
circumluteolus (Theo.) mosquitoes (Mus att, S ithburn, oterson and Koker-
not 1957), and by Aedes (Ochlerotatus) c llus (Theo.) (Kokernot, Paterson 
and e illon 1958). Vectors of minor importanc are Aedes (Neomelani-
conion) spp., Mansonia uniformis and Culex univittatus (Kokernot, Smith-
bum, P terson and De illon 1~60). 
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Wessels on disease may .be controlled by the immunization of sheep 
(Neitz. 1965) with liv virus v ccine ottenuat by repe ted in foetal 
lamb kidney c Jls . 
Aport from the isolation of esselsbron virus and su equent epi-
demiological studies in Sout n Africa, little work on this virus has been 
reported . 
Polson (quoted by Weiss~ 1956) determin the size of Wesselsbron 
virus to be of the order of 30 mµ . 
Wesselsbron virus has been classified in Group B of the arthropod • 
borne oup of animal viruses on 'the basis of its serological interaction de-
tected specifically by the haem lutination inhibition test (Casals J9sn. 
1esselsbron virus was found to pr e readily in I mb kidney 
tissue cultures eiss 1957), md P91'terfield (1 959) successfully produced 
plaques in monolayers of chick em yo fibrobl t cells infected wi.th Wessels-
bron virus . 
This investi ion was undertaken in order to determine some of the 
biophysical, bioche icaf ond serological operties of WesseJsbron virus as 
port of o contribution to our knowled of the roperti s of the African 
arboviruses . 
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I II - WESSELSBRON VIRUS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
An arthropod-borne animal vi,us is defined as one which, in nature, 
is able to Infect hoemophogous arthropod$ by their ingestion cl infected verte-
brate blood; it nwltipli• in their tisa,es and is trc:nsmitted by bite to suscep-
tible vertebrates (World Health Organ. Tech. Rep . Ser ., Arthropod-borne 
Viruses 1961) . 
The Cl'boviruses as o £10UP do, however, possess several common. 
physicochemical properties. 
It is well known to virologists that arboviruses are generally very 
unstable in aqueous ti$SUe suspensions, and o protein such as serum or bovine 
plasma albumin must added to the diluent in order to maint in maximum 
infeetivity. If they are to be preserved for any Jength of time, the tis.sue 
suspemions sh.cu.Id be Jyophilized or stored at -70°C. Infected brain 
material, as such, moy be preserved at -20° C for several months. The vln.tSet 
in this group are most stable at pH 7-9 (Rivers and Horsfall 1959). 
Arboviruses are readily inactivated by ether (Andrewes and Horst-
mann 1949) and bile salts .•9• sodium deoxychol e (Theiler 1957), 
suggesting that Upids ploy a role in maintaining the structural integrity of 
arbovirus particles (Mussgay 1964). 
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In this chapter, the preparation of Wessels on virus stock m terial 
and Wesselsbron virus antiserum and the thods of infectivity titrations in 
mice and tissue cultures are described . An account is esented of some of 
th hysico-chemicol and seroloSicoJ properties of Wesselsbron virus . 
8 . MATERIALS AND METHODS 
l • Buffers and diluents 
The foUowin buffers and diluents were used throughout the investi-
gation of Wesselsbron virus. They listed in alphabetical order. 
(i) Acetate buffer - pH 5. 
NoOH 20 gm 
CH3COOH (glacial) 36 ml 
Made up to 10 litres with distilled water . 
(ii) Antibiotic solution 
Penicillin 
treptomycin 
Normal s line 
filtered and stored at -20°c. 
I, 000, 000 units/ml 
1,000,000 pgm/ml 
50 ml 
One ml . of the antibiotic solution contains 20,000 units penicilli,i nd 
20, 000 f gm stre tomycin . 
(iii) Bovine plasma albumin (Spa) 
Bovine albumin powder - fraction V from Bovine pl ma manufactured by 
-9-
Armour Pharmoceutical Co . Ltd. (England). 
(iv) Borate uff ered saline (BBS) eH 8 .6 
U.0~5 M H3B03 / .C175 N NaOH 
0 .0075 N HCI / 0 .073 M NaCl . 
Borate stock 
H3803 62 gm 
NaOH 20gm 
made up to 5 litres with distilled w er. 
Hydrocfbic Aeid - 0 . l N 
HCI (density= 1.186) 45 .4 ml 
made up to 5 litr with distilled water . 
(BBS) for UJe 
Borate stock 
Hydrochloric acid - 0. J N 
Normal saline 
Distilled water 





Normal r bit serum was dialyzed against acetate buffer pH 5.3 
for 48 hours at 4°C tor ove aweU-known inhibitor (Turner, Kipps and 
Pol~ 1961). The precipitate was r moved by c ntrifugation at 1,200 
rpm for JO minutes in the MSE refrigerated centrifuge at 4°C. The pH of the 
supernatant was adiusted to 7 .0 with sodium phosphate (Na2HP04'. 
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(vi) Distilled water 
Gloss dlstiUed wat r. 
(vii) Normal 0.85% (e!!Y!!alogicol) saline 
0 .85% (w/v) NaC was prepared in distilled water. 
(viii) Phosphate buffers 0.2 Mand 0.02 M pH 7 .O 
Disodium hydrom:n f!?C?!fhate (Na2HP04) 0.2 M. 
Na2HP04 28.4 gm 
made up to l litre with distilled water. 
Potassium dfhydr<?9!!? e!-fhate (KH2~4) 0.2 M. 
27 .2180 gm 
made up to one litre with distilled water • 
Phaseftote buffer 0.2 M pH 7 .0 for use 
2 vols 0.2 M Na2HP04 + J vol . 0.2 M KH2P04 
Phosfh'?te buffer O. 02 M pH 7. 0 for use 
2 vols . 0.2 M Na2HP04 + 1 voJ 0.2 M KH2Po4 
+ 27 vols . distilled water. 
(ix) Phosfhate buffered saline (PBS) pH 7 .0 
2 vols 0.2 M Na2HP04 + l vol 0.2 M KH2Po4 
+ 27 vols . normal $oline. 
(x) Serum saline (SS) 
Nonncd saline 






This diluent was used throughout for the preparation of suspensions 
of Wesselsbron virus unless otherwise stated . 
2. on virus preparations 
Two strains of WessetsbTon virus have been used in this investigation . 
Throughout this study, unless otherwis stated, centrifugations of 
v'esselsbron virus suspensions, at speeds varyin between 8, 00 and 34, 000 
rpm, were carried out in the Spinco model L preparative ul trocentrifuge 
using the Spin co rotor no 40 . 
Low f?OS!Oge strain of esselsbron virus 
A comprehensive biological study of the lo passage strain of 
Wesselsbron virus wos undertaken. The virus was t its 10th passage level 
in tissue culture . 
Lyophil ized stock virus: The contents of an poule of freeze-dried Wes-
sels ron virus inf cted tissue culture fluid from the 1 h p ge in foetal 
I mb kidney cells (obtained from the Veterinary search Institute, O nder-
stepoort, Transvaal) were sus nded in ml of serum saline, and eight 3-4 
day old suckling mice were injected with 0 . 01 ml aliquots intracere ally . 
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ApFfoximately 94 hours after injection, the sucklings showed signs of para-
lysis and after 98 hours were moribund . They were sacrificed by ether anaes-
thesia and their brains were removed aseptically and stored at - o0 c (SMB1) . 
Three of these suckling mouse br ins were triturated in l:iml serum 
saline . This preparation represented a IO-l suspension of Wesselsbron virus 
infected suckling mouse brains . This suspension was clarified by centrifu-
gation at 10, 000 rpm for 10 minutes . Each of ninety -4 day old suckling 
mice were injected introcerebrally with 0 . 01 ml of the dear supernatant 
fluid . 
Approximately 98 hours after inoculation the brains of these ninety 
suckling mice were harvested . The brains were ground in a chilled mortar 
with a little serum saline and sterile ound glass. This suspension was clari-
fied by centrifugation at 10, 000 rpm for 10 minutes . The supernatant was 
then centri fu t O, 000 rpm for 60 minut , and the llet, resuspended 
in 42 ml serum saline, re esented an undiluted virus suspension (I0°) . This 
suspension was dispensed in 1 ml amounts and lyophilized (Si."B
2
) . 
Infected brain material: The contents of one ampoule of the above freeze 
dried m terioJ was reconstituted in 4 ml serum saline and 0.01 ml was iniec-
ted intracerebrally into each of eight 3-4 day old sucklin mice . With these 
brains (SM83) a 10-J suspension of Vesselsbron virus was prepared in serum 
salin and ini cted into a furth .... r 60-90 suckling mice . The brains from these 
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mice, were harvested on the fourth day after infection and stored ot -20°c. 
At this stage the low passage strain of Wesselsbron virus had undergone fou, 
suck.ling mouse brain passages in this labarotory (SMB4). Fresh infected 
brain material was prepared every three months from on ampoule of the 
lyophilizecl stock virus described above. 
Virus suspensions: The working samples for all experiments were 10-l 
suspensions of Wesselsbron virus infected welding mouse brains (SMB4) 
prepared by triturating one virus infected brain in 4 ml serum saline (unless 
otherwise stated) and clarifying the SUSf>!nsion by centrifu9C!:ion at 10,000 
rpm for 10 minutes. These virus preparations ill henceforth be r ferred to 
as JO-J We Jsbron virus. 
High passage strain of Wes,elsbron virus 
The high passaQ! strain of Wesselsbron virus had undergone 110 
passages in tissue culture, and was studied in far less detail in this investi-
gation. 
Infected brain material: The contents of an poule of freeze-dried Wessels-
bron virus infected culture fluid from the 110th passage in foetal lamb kidney 
cells (obtained from the Veterinary Research Institute, Onderstepoort) was 
reconstituted in 2 mJ of serum saline. This high passage strain WCIS 
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subiected to two passages in suckling mous brains in this laboratory and 
the infected suckling mouse brains from the 2nd passage were stored at -20°c 
for periods not longer than 3 months before use. 
Only the hoemogglutinating activity of suspensions of suckling mouse 
brains infected with this high passage strain, and its intracellular develop- · 
ment as observed in thin sections of virus infected foetal lamb kidney cells, 
were investigated. This strain is referred to as Wesselsbron virus (h~ e!!OQe 
strain) . 
3 . ethods of titr tion 
The infectivity of Wesselsbron virus was titrated in -4 week old 
mice or in cultures of foetal lamb kidney cells in roller tubes. 
When mice were used, serial tenfold dilutions of the material to be 
titrated were prepared in serum saline; oups of 4-6 mice were injected 
with 0 .04 ml aliquots of eoc:h dilution introcere ally • 
.When cultures in roller tubes were employed, tenfold dilutions were 
mode in tissue culture medium (Honks' LA ointenance medium - see Appen-
dix I); each of 4-6 tubes per dilution ws infected with 0 . 1 ml of the virus 
suspension . 
The SO ~ end points were determined by the method of Reed ond 
Muench (193 ). 
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4 . Freparation of antiserum 
One hundred adult mice were inject intro it lly at twice 
weekly interv I for 4 weeks with 0 .5 ml of 203{ suspension by wei..,,ht, 
of Wesselsbron virus pr pared in 5 . normal mouse serum in saline . 
Two eks ofter the iast injection, th mice were bled by heart 
punctur • The serum w clarified by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 
30 minutes and stored in 1 ml ampoules at -20°c. 
5 . Neutralization test 
Antigen - T nfold serial dilutions of 10-l Wesselsbron virus were 
pared in serum s line • 
e-
Sera - A 10-l dilution of each of the following sero was prepared in 
sol ine and inactivated at 56 ° C for 30 minutes . 
(i) W Is on virus ontiseru pr·eD<ltred in mic 
(ii) WesseJsbron virus antiserum pared in sheep (supplied 
by the Veterinary Research Institute, Onderstepoort) 
(iii) mal mouse serum 
(iv) m.11 s p serum . 
The mixtures of virus and various sera w e held at room temperature 
f 11; h • t • · t· • · -4 « 2 ours prior · o m1ec ,on m k old mice . 
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6 . Stobilitt of Wessel on virus in various diluents 
The stability of fi/esselsbron virus was tested in the following diluents 
over a period of 4 days . 
(i) Normal saline 
(ii) 0 .02 M phosphate buffer 
(iii) BBS 
(iv) Normal saline 
(v) 0 . 02 M phosphate buffer 
(vi) BBS 
+ 0 .4% Bpa 
+ 0 .4% Bpa 
+ 0.4*, Bpa 
+ s , RS 
+ 5 ~ DRS 
+ 5% DRS 




pH i' .16 
pH 8.60 
IO-l suspensions of Wesselsbron virus were prepared in each of the above 
diluents. The samples were stored at 4°c, and titrated daily in cultures 
of foetal lamb kidney c:eUs in roller tubes. 
7 . Stability of Wesseb.hron virus at different temperatur 
A 10-l suspension of Wesselsbron virus was prepar~ in 0.02 M 
phosphate buffer ccmtoining 5-Y "deinhibitorized" rabbit serum. ( RS). 
Samples were stored ot -20°c, 4°C, 22°c and 37°C and titrated 
daily in cultures of FlK cells in roller tubes. 
The sample stored ot ... zo0 c was divided into 4 separate aliquots to 
avoid daily freezing and thawing which might affect the virus adversely . 
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sitivity of '/Vesselsbron virus to dieth,:I etft 
Diethyl ether w added to IO-l Wessels on virus so th-at the final 
concentration of ether w 20 :lb . The 0 e was stored for 1 hours at 4 C 
and shak occ ionaHy. A control tube, which contained n aliquot of t 
virvs suspension, but to which no ether had been added, was handled in o 
simila manner . 
9 . Sensitivity of Wesselsbron virus to sodium deoxycholate 
Equal volumes of 10-l Wesselsbron virus and sodium deoxycholate, 
at concer:trotion of 10-3 in 0 .02 phosph te buffer pH 7 .O,_ were held at 
-o.0 c for ~-0 minutes . The control tube, which contained equal ports of virus 
suspension and serum saline diluent, was similarly incu ed and titr ed. 
C. ESULTS 
The results presented below II . refer to the low passage strain of 
Wesselsbron virus . 
lnfectivity titres of Wessels on virus during passage in sudd ing mouse brains 
The r8$Ults of the infectivity titr ions of Wesselsbr-on virus infected 
suckl in mouse ain suspensions, ofter e ch pas~ie of the virus in suekl ing 
mouse brains (SMB), are listed in T le 1 . The titr ions were performed on 
10-
1 
suspensions of the virus-infected suckling mouse ains, which were 
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seri lly diluted and iniected into 3-4 week old mic by the introcer al 
route. 
T le t • lnfec:tivity titres of Wesselsbron virus during DOS~ae in suckling 
mouse brains (SMB). 
No. of~ in suckling 
mouse brains (SMB) 
SMB1 
SM82 before lyophilization 











a 30-fold dr in the 
infectivity of Wesselsbron virus after lyophilization. After the virus had 
been further ged in suckling mouse brains to the 4th posso lev-el 
(SMB4), the We~elsbron virus infected brain erial contained 7 .33 -
8 .00 LD5oA.04 ml • 
In Table 2,. the infectivity of Wesselsbron virus w titrated in 3-4 
-1 -
old mic and in FLK cells in roJ I tu 
techniqu • 
re the o titr ion 
T le 2. Col:ncc:wison o infectivity titres of W lsbron virus det rmined 
Ex 









/ . 1 ml 
7. 
6 .84 
shown in T le "J. , the infectivity of virus in cted 
as d t rmin in 3-4 week old mice (LDso> and in tissue culture (T ID50) 
e found to simil d pite the diff e ce in t volume of the inoculo . 
Th outcome of the neutr liz tion of ess l on virus by v ious 
,,......,.IVC in T le • 
- 0 -
eutr I iz ion of , selsbron virus y v ious sero. 
a test (10-I dilution) 
./ el on virus antiserum -
prepcr in mice 
Wesselsbron virus ti um -
pr pared in sh 
Norm I mou serum 
trol virus (without serum) 
Both stock cmtis a oduced a 






ed reduction in the infectious 
titre of 'W lsbron virus in suckling mouse ain ations. The shee 
antiserum, from e rimental inf ct ion, caused 1, 000-fold r uction 
in inf ctivity, while the mouse-i mune seru oduced a dra ic reduc-
tion of 300, -fold . 
on virus in various dilu ts 
illustrut th st ility of lsbron virus in 
normal s line, os h e buffer and or te buff ed s line (B $), which con-
II . 11 
toin either bovine I m lbu in (B ) or d inhibitorized r bit serum ( S) . 
These fi es show th t no diff ce w evid t in the titres of 
essels on virus infect mouse ain i I sus nded in the diff ent 
Fig. 1 (o). 
Stability of Wesselsbron virus in: 
(i) normal sol ine; 
(ii) phosphate buffer; 
(iii) borate buffered saline 
























( i ) normal saline/ B pa 
(ii) phosphate buffer/ 9pa 




Fig . 1 (b}. 
Stability of Wesselsbrort virus in: 
(i) normal saline; 
(ii) phosphate buffer; 
(iii) borate buffered saline. 





















I · 0 
( iv) normal saline/DRS 
(v} phosphate buffer /DRS 
C vi) BBS/ DRS 
Orig. 2 3 4 
Days 
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dilu nts which contained either Bpa or D S t 24 hours stora t 4°C. 
How v rover the full period of 4 days, Wessel on virus was op reci ly 
more stable w n sus ed in the diluents cont ining D th n when sus-
pended in those containing Bp,:i . 
Th thre diluents themselves a ed to be equally suita le . 
Stability of W t di f erent temp 
Tl e vi ility of essel on virus suspensions in 0 . 02 
phosphate uffer containing 5 nd stored - ° C, 1,.0 , :a0 ~ or ., 0 
for riods up to 4 days, v. s determined by daily titr tions in FLK eel Is in 
ro ler tuo s. (T ole 4) . 
Tuole . St bility o 1esselsbron virus t different t m er· tures • 
T li..15 / • I ml 
U/ 4°C Ll.o'"" 
0 6 .66 6 .l6 6 .66 
I 7. 7. 7. 
2. 6 .50 I • ., 7 . 
3 l . ... .J 7 .45 > 6 .5 





The results list in T ble 4 show that the · sselsbron virus suspensions 
-:a -
0 0 stored ot 4 C and 22 Cw re stable over the iod test , whereas tl~re 
was a 10 -fold reduction by the 4th cloy in the material stored t -20° , 
and more than a 1, 000-fold reduction in infectivity of the material stored 
o.t 37°c. 
The infectivity of the Wesselsbron virus suspensions treated with ether 
and sodium deoxychol t was determined by titration in FLK cells in roller 
tubes and the results are seen in Tobie 5 • 
T ble 5 . Effect of ther and sodium deoxycholote on Wessels on virus 
i inal virus 
suspension 
6 .50 






< l .00 
Table 5 shows that Wesselsbron virus ism kedly inactivated by both 
:tO diethyl ether nd 1(} sodium deoxycholote . 
D. DI CUSSION 
In this cha r some of the fund mental pro rties of the low ~age 
strain of essels on virus hove been investi9at 
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lt is evident that the lyophilized stock virus must be assaged in 
sucklin mouse ains before use as there is a considerable loss in infectivity 
during dehydration . After a further two passages in suckling mouse bra ins the 
titre of Wessels on virus was 10
7 
. G - u 8 • to
50 
• 
The infectivity of Wesselst.>ron virus was effectivel1 neutralized 'Y homolo-
gous antisera, pref)l,lred in mice or sheep . 
It is apparent that bovine plasma - lbumin (Spa) is not as e ·.ective a.. 
1'deinhi itorizecl 11 r u it serum (ORS) for maintaining infectivity of Wesselsbroo 
virus for periods lon9er than L4 hours. No a eciaole difference in titre was 
found when v'es.selsbron virus was suspen ed in the different diluents containing 
DRS . Ei ther .Ol f•./ phosphate buffer at pH 7 . ') or normal saline, both con-
taining 5 ,h RS were subsequently used for the pre..,a ation of V~essels on 
virus suspensions . However, in all experiments in which the haemagglutinating 
'activity of V'essels on virus was inv stigated, bovin plasma albumin wus 
used to stabilize the viru.s as it was found thut DRS agglutinated goose cells . 
These experiments were all completed within 24 hours of prep ation of the 
virus suspensions in ord r that the infectivity of the suspension would remain 
m ximal . The most commonly used diluting fluid to which the bovine losmo 
albumin wos added was 0 . 02 M phosphate buffer at pH 7 .0 and not normal 
saline as it w found th t bovine plasma lbumin lowered the H of so ine to 
5 . 7 . 
It is evident that lesselsbron virus is stable in a diluent of 0 .02 M 
- 4 -
phosphate buffer, pH 7 . 1.. {containing 5 , ORS) up too pericd of 4 days when 
stored at 4°C and 12°c but not ct 37°C . The storage temperature of choice 
was therefore 4°C for \;tesselsbron virus suspensions. 
The sensitivity of the virus to the action of et er and bile salts 
agrees with the findin9 that boviruses e inactivated by these agents . 
(Rhodes nd v n Rooyen 1962) nd suggests that there is an essential Hpid 
component in the viral structure . 
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IV - TISSUE CULTURE 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The wcrk of HC.1Tison (1907) on the developing nerve fibre is con-
sidered the true beginning of tissue culture. 
During the subsequent twenty years, Burrows (1911), Carrel (1912),Stein-
hordt, Israeli and Lambert (1913), Porker and Nye (1925), Strangeways and Fell 
(1926), Maitland and Maitland (1928) and others, were responsible for improve-
ments in methods and techniques of culturing cell.s, tissues and organs in vitro. 
The present importance of tissue culture in virology is accredited to 
Enders, Weller and Robbins (1949) who observed that Poliovirus would grow 
in human tissues of non-nervous origin in tissue culture. 
Another significant advonce was made by Moscone (1952}. He found 
that the elimination of calcium and magnesium from the dispersing medium 
enhanced the dissociation of cells of eorJy embryonic rudiments treated with 
trypsin. Rous and Jones {1 916) hod previously shown that trypsin dispersed 
the cells of tissue culture. 
Balanced salt solutions are employed in tissue culture to maintain the 
pH and osmotic pressure in the medium, and also to provide an adequate con-
centration of essential inorganic ions. When supplemented with whole serum 
or protein hydrol ysates, these solutions are capable of supporting the growth 
d living c:ells. The solution of Honks and Wallace (1949) is one of the 
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commonly us bal ced salt solutions. 
Try sin-dispersed cell suspensions may be pre ed from numerous 
types o freshly explanted tissues . 
The in ectivity of the virus sus nsions in many of th experiments 
ith esselsbron virus w titrated in cultures of foet I l mb kidney cells in 
rol I er tubes. 
The possibility of oducing plaqu in monol y cultures of chick 
em yo cells ( ulbecco 195.l, Porterfield 1959, 1960 ) din ag suspen-
sions of chicK embryo cells ( oper 955) infect with essels on virus 
(low p ge strain), v. as inv sti oted . 
B. NATE IALS AND 
1. iluents and media 
The diluents and media used in the eparation and for the maintenance 
of foet I lamb kidney cells ond chick em yo tissue cultures listed below e 
fully described in Appendix I . 
A (l.2 ) 
Cooper I dose medium 
Gey's bol need salt solution and tandard Gey's 
HanKs' I ced s It solution (H nks' BSS) 
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Honks' balanced salt solution. containing lactalbumin hydrolysote (Ma <s' LA) 
Hanks' LA containing 10* coifs m (Hanks' LA owth medium) 
Hanks1 LA containing Yo calf serum (Hanks' LA maintenance medium) 
Tris .05 M pH 7 .6 
Tris - Gey's medium 
Tris - owth medium 
Tris - overlcrt medium 
Trypsin b 
Trypsin solution 
Trypsin/ versen te solution . 
l. . Cultures of foetal lamb kidney (FLK) cells 
(a) eEr:ation of FLK ceJl cultures 
The kidneys of o foetal lamb were removed aseptically . The capsules 
were removed and the kidneys were cut up into small pieces in a sterile be '<er, 
then washed in approximately 100 ml of trypsin base . The fluid was decanted 
and 100 ml of 0 .25 *, trypsin solution were added . A sterile magnet was inserted, 
and the be ker placed in a '!Voter bath over a m~gnetic stirrer . The treatment 




hours at ~7°c. 
The cell suspension was filtered through sterile gauze and the filtrate 
centrifuged at 1, 00 rpm for 5 minutes . The cells were washed in a oximately 
20 mf of Hanks' LA owth medium and c ntrifuged at 1, 0 0 rpm for 5 minutes . 
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The cells were rcsus nded in Hanks' LA owth medium, th packed 
cell volume was d termined. The celJs wer diluted with Honks' LA growth 
medium so that the cell concentration was 1 ml packed cells to 500 ml 
owth medium. 
Th diluted cell a,spension was dispensed in SO I amounts into 20 oz 
medical flat bottles and incubated 37°C for 3 days in the horizontal position. 
On the third day,: th fluid in e eh bottle was replaced with 50 ml . of Honks' 
LA moint n nee medium. These (!imary cultures were incubated for a further 
2 days. 
The medium then discarded, and O ml trypsin/versenate solution was 
added to each bottle to facilitate the suspension of the cells. After 15 minutes 
incubation ot 37°C, the cells were suspended by shakin and the suspension 
centrifuged at l,000 rpm for 5 minut s. The supernat nt was discarded, the 
cells washed in Hanks' LA gowth medium, centrifuged a ain at 1,000 rpm 
for 5 minutes and suspended in the same medium at concentration 150,000 
cells/ml. 
Th ceJI suspension was dis nsed into test tubes in J ml amounts per 
tu • The tubes w~re incubated ot 37° C in an almost horizontal position 
for 2 days . The fluid w then replaced with I ml Hanks' LA mointe, once 
medium and th e tubes, whieh contained secondary cultures of FLK c tis, 
were rotated. To prepare secondary FLK cultures in 2 oz medical flat 
bottles; 7 ml of the c U suspension vas di med ttle. 
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Cultures of FLK cells in roller tu bottles were used up to a 
period of 4 days ofter preparation. The maintenance medium was changed 
daily until the cultures were required for use. 
(b) ntration of 
Serial tenfold dilutions of lO-l Wesselsbron virus were . e ed 
in Honks' LA m.aintenam:e medium and inoculated into as ies of fLK 
cultures in roll r tubes . Four to six tubes were infected with 0 .1 ml aliquots 
of each virus dilution and the cells were examined daily for cytopathic effect . 
The nd points were d termined 5 days after infection and titres ex-
pressed as negative logarithms of the dilution of virus suspension causing 
cytopathic ch nges in 50 ,c of the infected cultures (TCID
50
) . 
(c) Propagation of v\esselsbron virus in FLK cell cultures 
for the opagotion of Wessels on virus in foetal lamb kidney cells, 
secondary cultures of FLK cells were own in 2 oz medical flat bottles in 
Hanks' LA owth medium . After 3 day! the cell sheets were conflu nt. 
The medium was discarded and th bottles were infected with O .S ml 
of 10-6 dilution of 10-i Wesselsbron virus ( e ed in Hanks' LA maintenance 
medium) and laced in the incubator at 7°C for one hour. The inoculum was 
then removed, the cells washed and overlaid with 7 mJ of Hanks' LA 
mai tenance medium. The fluid was titrated for infectivity in FLK roller tube 
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cultures ot daily interv Is. 
;, . Monolayer cultures of chick embryo (CE) cells fo plague production 
(Porterfield 's technigue) 
(a) Prep ation of CE ceJI monolayer cultures 
Step I . 12 day old chick embryos were harvested. The viscer re removed 
and the embryos were chopped up in a st rile be er d washed once in 
Hanks' balanced salt solution (Hanks' 8SS) . Th Hanks' BSS was disc ded, 
0 . 25 - trypsin solution added, and the em yos were trypsinized for JO minutes 
37°C over a magnetic stirrer . 
11:te cell suspension was filtered through sterile gauze and the filtrate 
was centrifu9ed ot j, 000 rpm for 5 minutes. Th cells w re washed in Hanks• 
LA containing 5 * coif se m, and centrifu in at 1, rprn for 5 minutes . 
Step II . The cells were resuspended in tris rowth medium, filtered through 
a coarse glass filter, and counted in o Spencer ight line hoe ocyt eter . 
The cells were diluted in tris-crowth medium to iv a final concentration 
6 
of 5 x 10 cells/ml • 
The final cell suspension was distributed into tri dishes in 5 ml 
amounts and incub ed at 37°C in o humidified incubator for 2 days, by 
which time the cell sheet was confluent . 
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(b) Titration of Wesselsbron virus in Cf cell monolayer cultures 
ial tenfold dilutions of I -l Wessels on virus were e eel in 
tris-G ys medium . 
Tho owth medium was removed from the monolayer cultures. The 
cells were w hed once with tris-Geys and 0 .5 ml of eoch virus dilution was 
pipetted on to two plates . The inoculated cultures were incuboted at 37°C 
for 1-S hours . The remainder of the inoculum was then removed, and a mix-
ture of v ml a (1 .1. b melted) and 3 ml tris-overlay medium was added to 
eoch plate. The a overlay w allowed to set at room temperature and 






neutral red diluted in tris-overloy mediu • 
4 . Suspensions of chick embryo (CE) cells in ap (C9<?P!!'s technique) 
(o) eparation of CE cell SU5P:!1Sions 
Step I . This is identical with that for monoloyer cultures. 
Step II. Celts weredispersed in Coo goloctose medium (single strength) 
containing 5 o fowl serum, filtered through o coarse lass filter and counted. 
The cells were diluted to 2.0 x 10
7 
r ml . 
This chick suspension was used immediately in virus infected agor 
suspensions.. 
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(b) Titr tion of Wessel on virus in suspensions of CE cells in OQ?: 
i I tenfold dilutions of Wesselsbron virus were e eel in Cooper 
lactose medium (sin le strength) containing 5 , fowl serum. 
A mixture of 
Iona (1 .2 melted) 
Cooper lactose (double strength) 
+ 10.1) fowl serum 
Chick cell suspension 




I .O ml 
0 .1 mJ 
was poured on to each plate and allowed to set at room tern ature . The 
cultures were incubated for 4 days on then stained with o solution of 
1 I 
21500 
neutral red diluted in phos h e buffered s I ine containing 1 .5 k 
glucose . 
C. ESULTS 
Titration of infectivity of Wesselsbron virus in FLK cells in roller tubes 
The cultures in f'oller tubes were examined daily . Wesselsbron virus 
oduees o cytopathic effect in FLK cell cultures 3-4 days after infection, 
typified by the separ tion of the spindle shaped cells into oups, followed 
by the rounding of the cells and complete destruction of the cell sheet . 
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OfJ?QOticn of Wesselsbron virus in FLK ceJI cuhures 
The infectivity of the culture fluid from Wessel on virus infected 
FLK cell cultures was dete,mined by daily titrations of the fl~id in FLK cells 
in roller tubes d the results are listed in Table 6 . 
Tobi 6 . Propagation of W sselsbron virus in FLK cells 
Period ofter 
TCIDso /0 ml Cyto thic effect infection (hours) 
4 3.00 -
21 3 . -
45 .66 -
69 6 .00 + 
93 6.~ ++ 
= no cyto hie effect visible 
+ = cytopothic effect noticeable 
++ = complete cytopathic effect . 
It will be seen from Table 6 that the infectivity titre of the super-
natant fluid reached a moximum when the cell sheet w completely destroyed 
and this oceutred oximotely 93 hours ter the FLK eel Is were infected . 
Titration of Wesselsbron virus in CE cell monolayers (Porterfield's technigue) 
Table 7 shows the results. of four attempts to oduce pkques on CE 
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cell monolayer cultures inf cted with W lsbron virus . The pJaques were 
counted on the 4th day ter inf ction • 
Table 7 . Plaque production on chick em yo c U monolayer cultures . 
Experiment No. Pl ue forming units/ml 
1 8 8.0 X 10 
Nil 
Nil 
4 }7 X 108 
Suspensions of Wesselsbron virus from infected mouse brains were 
found to contain 8 to. 17 x 10 plaque forming units ml in two experimenh. 
The plaques were e ily seen, regular in outline and measured 2-3 m: in 
di meter . 
o pfaques were obtained in the other two experiments des ite the 
fact that the conditions of the experiments were identical with those in which 
plaque production was successful . No explanation was found for these dis-
crepant results. 
Titr tion of Wesselsbron virus in suspensions of CE cells in agar (Cooper's technique) 
No plaques were obtained in ager sus nsions of chick embryo cells 
infected with Wessels on virus . 
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0 . DISCUSSION 
The cytopathic effect produced by WesseJsbron virus in FU< cell 
cultures is easily observed when these cultures ore examined microscopically 
and thus the presence of the virus con be detected . After approximately 
four days incubation~ fle virus titre reached a level of 106 •5 TCto
50
/0.5 ml 
at a time when the ceH sheet was showing rapid degeneration to a point of 
almost complete destruction . 
The titration of Wesselsbron virus by plaque production in chick 
embryo cell monolayers did not give reproducable results, it was therefore 
found necesstrry to use cultures of foetal lamb kidney cells in roller tubes. 
for the titration of Wesselsbron virus . 
Numerous unsuccessful attempts at producing plaques in Wesselsbron 
virus infected agar suspension of chick embryo cells were made . 
The reasons for the poor results using these two plaque techniques 
hove not been investigated . 
In 1959, Porterfield successfully obtained plaques on chick embryo 
cell monolayers infected with Wesselsbron virus and other ~oup 8 arboviruses. 
Henderson and Taylor (1960), however, found that Group B orbovit'uses ~id 
not produce plaques on s.imilor monolayers . 
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Schulze and Schlesinger (1963) sug ed that a suJphated poly-
saccharide in aqueous extracts has an inhibitin9 effect on Dengue and 
other arboviruses in Group 8 and recommend the use of a methylcellulose 
overlay medium . The effect of this overlay medium is being investigated . 
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V - HAEMAGGLUTINAll ON AND HAEN.AGGLUTINATION INHIBITION 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The phenomenon of haemagglutination was discovered independently 
by Hint (1941) and by Mc:Oetland and Hare (1941). 
The first demonstration of an arbovirus haemagglutinin was that of 
Japanese B Encephalitis (Sabin and Buescher 1950). They demonstrated 
haemagglutinin activity in a saline extract of infected suckling mouse 
brains that hod been centrifuged at 13, 000 rpm for 60 minutes. Other methods 
of extraction of haemagglutinin from mouse brains include extraction with 
acetone and ether (Casals and Brown 1953); treatment with BBS followed 
by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 60 minutes (Chanock and Sabin 1953); 
sucrose-acetone extraction and protamine sulphate treatment (Clarke and 
Casals 1958). Many of the sroup B arboviruses have been found to show 
haemagglutinin activity in 10-20% alkaline suspensions after moderate 
centrifugation (Clarke and Casals 1958); and Porterfield and Rowe (1960) 
prepared haemagglutinins by extraction with fluorocarbon. 
Erythrocytes of chicks less than 24 hours old (Sabin and Buescher 
1950), of pigeons (MacDonald 1952) and of geese (Porterfield 1957) have been 
found suitable for haema99lutinotion of arboviruses. 
Sabin (1951) recorded the presence of a lipid or lipoprotein inhibitor 
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in normal sera and Porterfield and Rowe (1960} hovzsuggested that this 
inhibitory activity against Group B orboviruse5 is associated with certain 
phospholipids. These non-specific: inhibitors present in normal and immune 
sera may be removed with lipoid solvents such as ether, chloroform or toluene 
(Sabin 1951) by cetone extraction (Sweet, Chanock and Sabin 1953) « by 
adsorption with bentonite or kaolin (Clarke and Casals 1955, 1958) . 
The loss of hoemagglutinating ability by arboviruses that have under-
gone more than a hundred mouse passages has n described by Sabin (1951) 
and by Casals and Brown (1953). 
Casals and Brown {1953, 1954) classified a number of arboviruses 
into two groups on basis of serologic: relationships using the hoemagglutination 
and hoemagglutination inhibition techniques. Group A viruses showed optimal 
haemagglutination at 7°C and pH 5.6 -6.4, and group B haemogglutinins 
were most effective at 4° - 20°c and pH 6.0 - 7 .4. 
The present clossification of the arbovirus oup is based on the study 
of the serological interactions tween 47 distinct orboviruses by Casals {l 957). 
The t cMiques of haemagglutination and hoema lutination inhibition 
of Clarice and Casals (1958) which have been used extensively in the identifi<;atian 
of arboviruses, were used, with some modific tions, in the study of Wesselsbron 
virus. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
t. Diluents 
(i) Borate buffered saline containing 0.4~ bovin plasma olbu in, pH 8.6 
(BBS/Bpa) was used throughout as the diluent for the hcaemagglutinin and for 
the ontisera, and not borate buffered sali at pH 9 .Oas used by Oarke and 
C I$ (1958). 
(ii) Vcirious adiu!Jing diluents were used for resuspending th goose cells in 
order to detect h magglutination at different hydrogen ion concentrations . 
1. ic salt solution : 0.15 M NaO / 0.2 M Na2HP04 
a.ngm 
28.39 
made up to 1 litre with distilled water. 
II. Acidic salt solution 0.15 M a0/0.2 M NaH2P04.2H20 
8.77 
31.21 gm 
made up to 1 litre with distilled water. 
Th basic and acidic salt solutions w e mixed in vcrying proportion1 
to give «iiusting diluents (Table 8), which hen mixed with equ I volu 
of BBS/Bpa (pH 8.6) gave the desired hydrogen ion concentrations (Oorke 
and Casal s 1958). 
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Tabl 
mixed with on equal volu of 88S/Bpo (pH 8 .6), yielded 
the pH's given in the third column . 
Basics ltsoln.l. Acidic salt soJn . II Final pH 
ml ml 
1.50 48 .50 5 .60 
6 .25 .75 5.93 
11 .00 39.00 6 . 11 
16 .00 34 .00 6 .31 
2J. .50 27 6 .58 
27 .50 22 .50 6 .76 
32.00 18 .00 6 .97 
39.50 · 0 .50 7 .36 
2 . ef><!ation of haemagglutinin from infected brain aterial 
A 10·1 sus nsion of Wesselsbron virus (low passage strain) was 
pr pared in BBS/Bpo . The suspension was cl«ified by centrifugation t 
10,000 rpm for 10 minutes nd the supernatant us as hoerna.,glutinin in 
the haema9 lutin ion (HA} and haem lutin ion inhibition (HI) tests . 
Similar haem 1utinin preparations were also made from the~ 
ea:ssoge strain of WesseJsbron virus . 
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3. Preparation of hoemasglutinin from infected cultures of FLK cells 
Two ounce medical flat bottles containing secondary foetal lamb 
kidney cells were infected with 0 .5 ml of a 10-6 diution of Wesselsbron 
virus {low passczse strain). The cells showed complete cytopathic effect 
by the 4th day after infection. The culture fluid was harvested and tested 
for the presence of haemagglutinin . 
4 . Preparation of goose red cell suspensions 
A goose was bled from the wing with a 20 ml syringe containing 
10 ml of chilled normed saline . The contents of the syrinse were immediately 
added to 100 ml of chilled saline in a 250 ml centrifuge tube . The cells were washed 
three times in normal saline by centrifugation and stored as a )O k suspension 
0 
at 4 C . 
The cells were suspended in the various adiusting diluents immediately 
before use to give a concentration of 0 .25 ~ . The optic l densities of these 
cell suspensions were measured in o Unicam colorimeter fitted with an llford 
blue filter no . 303 and the suspensions were adiusted, when necessary, to an 
optic:ol density of 0 .78 . 
5 . eeeration of antisero for HI test 
Wesselsbron virus (low passase strain) antisero, prepared in mice and 
sheep, were treated with kaolin to .remove certain non specific inhibitors of 
haemagglutinotion ond adsorbed with goose cells to remove goose cell agglu-
tinins before being used in the HI tests . 
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A 25 *1 suspension of acid-washed k olin w s prepared in BBS. One 
part of s rum and four parts of BSS were treated with five parts of 25 Y. kaolin 
suspension for 20 minutes ct XJ.°C . After c ntrifugation at 2,500 rpm for 
30 minutes, 2 .0 mJ of the supernat nt fluid were adsorbed with O .04 ml packed 
washed goose c lls at 4°C for lO minutes . The mixture was shaken intervals . 
The goose cells nd agglutinins were remov by centrifugation at 1,5 rpm 





dilution of antiseru • 
Mouse antisera to West Nile virus, ift Valley fev virus (neurotropic 
strain) and icon Horsesickness virus (A 501) were treated in the same manner 
and were used os controls • 
6 . Techni9ue for hoemaggiutination (HA) 




to / 1 , 240 were made in BBS/Bpa 
of the haem g lutinin pte otions from both the low passage d the high 
passage strains . A volume of 0 .4 ml of e ch haemagglutinin dilution was 
delivered into e ch of the 8 cups of stand d perspe>,e plates in the vertical 
rows . 
Goos cells in various adiusting diluants (covering pH range 
5 .60 - 7 .36, see Table 8) w e added toe h horizontd row of cups in the 
standard pers x pl ates. 
The HA tests on the low passage and high passage strains of Wessels-
bron virus w re carried out in dupHcate - one plate bein incubated at 37°C 
ond the other at 220c . 
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The haema99lutinin of the fluid from Wesselsbron virus (low f>C!SSap 
strain) infected FLK cetls WQS tested on the 4th day ofter infection. The culture 




with 8BS/Bpa and tested at final hydrogen ion concen-
trations 5.64 S.]Q S.94, 6.17 and 6.35 at 22°c. 
Results were read two hours after Gddition of the goose red cells. 
Haemogglutinin titres were expressed as the reciprocal of the highest 
dilution showing complete haemagglutinotion. The "endpoint" of complete 
haemagglutination contained one haemoggiutinoting dose (1 HAD) in 0.4 ml. 
7. Technique for hoemoggJutinotion inhibition (HI). 
The hoemagglutinin preparation from brain material infected with 
Wesselsbron virus (low fQS!OQ! strain) was diluted in BBS/Bpa to give an 
estimated 4-8 HAD'S in 0.2 ml. 











in 88S/8po in the horizontal cups in a standard penpex plate in 0.2 ml volumes. 
Amounts of O .2 ml of Wesselsbron virus haemagglutinin, containing 4-8 
HAD's, were added to all the cups containing the antisera dilutions. 
Haemagglutinin alone and the antisera alone were included as controls. 
The test plates were incubated overnight at 4°C. The following 
day, 0.4 ml of g.oose cell suspension in the ~;usting diluent which gave 
a final pH 6. l - 6 .2 (the optimal pH as determined in the preceding 
haemagglutination tes-t) was added and the test plates incubated at room 
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temperature for two hours. 
The HJ titres of the antisero were expressed as the reciprocal of 
the highest dilution of each serum which gave complete inhibition of the 
reaction. The test was valid only if the control haemagglutinin titration 
showed presence of 4-8 HAD's and the ontisera and goose red cell controls 
were negative • 
C. RESULTS 
The optimal conditions for haemogglutination of goose cells by 
(i) Wesselsbron virus infected suckling mouse brain suspensions (low and 
high passage strains) , and 
(ii) the culture f1uid harvested from Wesselsbron virus (low passage strain) 
infected FLK ceU culture, were determined, since it was known that arbo-
viruM$ varied markedly in their pH and temperature requirements for the 
demonstration of haemagglutinin activity. 
From the outset it was evident that goose cells, as recommended by 
Porterfield (1957) were very suitable for these procedures. 
Haemogglutinotion with infected suckling mouse brain er:•parations 
Tobie 9 reflects the results of hoemogglutination, at different hydrogen 
ion concentrations, by BBS/Bpa extracts of suckling mouse brains infected with 
Tobie 9 
Hoemaggtutination, at different hydrogen ion concentrations, 
of WesseJsbran virus (low passai! strain) extracted from 
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the low passage strain of Wesselsbron virus and Table 10 records the resvlts 
with similar prepcarations from brains infected with the high passage strain. 
In both 'tables the findings ewe those of experiments carried out at 
room temperature ( U.° C), since comparable tests performed at 37° C showed 
exactly similcw results, and since the phenomenon of elution was not encountered. 
It is apparent from these results that the low f<!SOS! strain causes 
hoemagglutination of goose cells over o wide range of pH values and that 




at pH 6.11. 
In striking contrast with this, the high passage strain showed 
practically no hoemaggJutination under the some conditions1 other than a 
partial or uncertain reaction in the pH range 6.58 - 6.76 to a titre of only 
80. 
Haemagglutination with infected FLK cell culture f!!E!ations 
Haemagglutinotion of goose cells by fluids harvested from WesseJsbron 
virus (low passage strain) infected FLK cell cultures ii presented in Tobie l l • 
The pH range for optimal reaction was consistently lower ond narrower and the 
haemagglutination titre much lower than that obtained with Wesselsbron virus 
infected suckling mouse brain haemagglutintn preparations. In the experiment 
recorded here, o haemogglutinin titre of 320 was obtained at pH 5.94. 
This result was obtained from cultures infected with low pa5!Qge strain 
Tab I e 11 • 
Haemagglutinotion, at different hydrogen ion concentrations, 
of Wesselsbron virus (low passage strain) harvested from infected 








































of Wesselsbron virus. Although the high passage strain showed cytopathic 
effects in FLK cell cultures, the presence of hoemagglutinin in these cultures 
was not confirmed • 
Haemagglutination Inhibition tests 
The phenomenon of haemagglutination inhibition was demonstrated 
by mixing Wesselsbron virus (low passage strain) infected suckling mouse 
brain haemogglutinin preparations with homologous antisera _ (Table 12). 
The HI titre of the antiserum prepared in mice was found to be 1 O, 240 
and that of the antiserum prepared in sheep, 5,120. 
The results of the HI tests using heterologous as well as homologous 
antisero are presented in Table 13 • 
The Wesselsbron antisera prepared in mice inhibited hoemagglutination 
by 4-S HAO •s to a titre of 1 O, 240. 
Antisero to the viruses of Rift Valley Fever and African Horsesiekness 
similarly prepared in mice showed no inhibition of hoemagglutination by 
Wesselsbron virus wer the range of dilutions tested, st(llfing at 1;
20
• 
The mouse antiserum to West Nile virus however, caused significant 
inhibition to o titre of 320 suggesting the sharing of antigens between Wessels-
bron virus and West Nile viruses. This observation is in keeping with the 
recommendation that Wesselsbron virus should be placed with the Group B 
(VbCN i ruses • 
Tobie 12 
Haemagglutinotion inhibition of Wesselsbron virus (low passage 
strain), extracted from suckling mouse brains, by homologous 
antisera prepared (i) in mice 
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Haemogglutination inhibition of Wesselsbron virus 
(low possage strain), extract from suckling mouse 
brains, by antisera to (i) Wesselsbron virus (prepared in mi-ce) 
(ii) West Nile virus 
(nt) Rift Valley Fever virus 




























































A hoemagglutinin for goose cells at pH 6.11 and 22°C has been 
demon5trated in BBS/Bpa extrach of the low pc;moge strain of Wesselsbron 
virus from infected suckling mouse brains. A positive haemagglutination 




under conditions of optimal pH 
and temperature. 
No significant haema99lutinin activity was shown in s.imilar extracts 
of the high passCJfi! strain of Wesselsbron virus from infected suckling mouse 
brains. 
Sabin (1951) reported that the stroins of the four Group B arboviruses, 
Japanese B ., Encephalitis, St. Louis Encephalitis, West Nile and Russian 
Spring-Surmner Encephalitis, which hod undergone more than JOO mouse 
passages, failed to yield haemoggtutinin. 
The optimal pH of the haemagglutinin recovered from the fluid of 
Wesselsbron virus (low ~~ strain) infected FLK cell cultures is lower 
than that for the haemagglutinin prepared from suckling mouse brains, little 
activity was demonstrated at the optimal pH of the tatter. The pH range of 
the FLK cell culture haemagglutinin was found to be narrower, and the- HA 
titre considerably lower. 
These observations are similar to those of Kundin and Diercks (1960) 
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and Diercks, Kundin and Porter (1961) who showed thot Japanese B 
Encephalitis virus hcsemagglutinins from horost kidney cell culture fluids 
had a much lower titre and a narrower pH ranse than the baemogglutinin 
extracted from the infected suckling mouse brains. 
Non-specific inhibitors in the calf serum added to Hanks' LA medium 
were thought to be responsible for the low titres of the FLK cell culture 
haem.agglutinins. The coif serum was therefore treoted with kaolin before 
addition to the Hanks' LA medium but no increase in haemagglutinin titre 
resulted. 
Likar, Buckley ond Clarke (1962) found that by emitting phenol red 
from tissue cvltur fluids, the titre of the haemagglutinins produced in infected 
cell cultures increased; however, this was not found to be the case in Weuels-
bron virus infected tissue cultures. 
A recent report by Darwi$h and Hammon (1966) de$cribes a method 
for producing a high titred hoemagglutinin from hamster kidney cell cultures 
infected with Japanese 8 Encepholitis virus. This proc:edure involves the 
removal of the serum-containing medium ot the first sign of cytopothie effect 
ond th replacement with 2.5 ml serum-free medium 199 at pH 8.0. The 
fluid was harvested 16 hours later and haemogglu.tinotion titres of ot least 
I/ 1024 were obtained. 
The hoemogglutinotion inhibition test showed no she.ring of antigens 
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with the two arboviruses causing Rift Volley Fever and African Horsesickness, 
but a distinct antigenic cross reaction with one Group 8 arbovirus, i.e. West 
Nile virus. 
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VI - DENSITY GRADIENT ZONE ELECTROPHORESIS 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Zone electrophoresis in a density gradient may be used for the 
purification or separation of viruses and for the determination of the 
homogeneity of virus preparations. It is not suitable however, for the 
measurement of absoh,te electrophoretic mobilities. 
Density gradient electrophoresis was introduced by Brakke (1953a, 1955) 
for the separation of plant viruses. The electrophoretic method of Svenson and 
Va1met (1955) was applied by Cramer, Lerner and Polson (1957) to the study 
of Mouse Encepholomyelitis virus (FA strain). Pols and Cramer (1958), 
using a modified Svensson and Valmet apparatus, achieved a satisfactory 
degree of purification of Type I Poliovirus. Rous Sarcoma (Cramer 
1959) and Polyoma (Cromer and Stewart 1960) have also been studied by the 
some method. Polson and Deeks . (1962) used density gradient zone electro-
phoresis for the classification of enteroviruses. Van Regenmortel (1960, 1961 
and 1964 a and b), van Regenmort~I cand Fowle (1962) and van Regenmortel, 
NeJ and Hahn (1 ) have successfully applied the method to the study of 
plant viruses. 
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Th teehniqu of zone electrophoresis in a sucrose density gradient 
was applied to semipurified suspensions of Wesselsbron virus (low passage 
strain) in order to determine possible diff rences in the electrophoretic 
mobilities of the infective particle <Ind the h lutinin. 
The <1pporatus used in the experiments on Wesselsbron virus is a modi-
fication of that used by Polson and Oamer (1958). The difference lies in 
th design of the capillary sampling tube. 
8. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
1 • Prepar ticn of virus suspens ·on. 
Ten Weuelsbr virus infected suckling se brains w triturated 
in 10 ml 88S contoining 0.4% Bpa and centrifuged 10,000 rpm for 10 
minutes. The virus was then concentrated by centrifuging the supernatant 
30,000 rpm for 60 minutes. The pellet w redispersed in 3 ml of a 35*' 
sucrose solution in S +o.25 ~ Bpa and clarified by centrifugation at 
8,000 r for 10 minutes. To 2 ml of th supem tant, phenofred and 
hraetnoglobin were added. The progress of the electrophoresis was gauged 
by the distance migrated by these two reference substances. 
2. Procedure of zone electrophoresis in a sity gt'adient 
A 40% (w/v) sucrose solution was prepared in Sand adjusted to 
pH 8.6 with NaOH. 
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The apparatus is shown in Fig 2. The sucrose density gradient is 
formed in vertical column A through capillary X; C and D are the electrode 
vessels and the electrod• used were Ag .. Agel in saturated sodium chlaride. 
The apparatus was sterilized in boiling distilled water before use. 
With the caplllcwy JQfflpling tube (X) in the lowered position, 88S 
pH 8 .6 was introduced through Y to the level of the tubes connecting the 
U-tube with the electrode vessels. The 40'~ sucrON solution containing 
0.25% Bpa was introduced through Y and allowed to rise to the top of the 
fumel (Z) of the copilJary ~ing tube. The stopcock wca then closed 
and the capillary sampling tube was CKiiusted to the raised position. 
The gradient mixing device is shown in Fig 3. Flask A was filled 
with 150 ml of BBS and Flask 8 with 150 ml 40% su.crOMt. &oth flasks 
contained 0.25% lpa. Flask A was dosed with o rubber stopper and placed 
cww a magnetic stirrer. The mixing device delivers o solution with a steadily 
increasing suctON concentration. The gradient formed is logarit htnic. The 
sugar concentration gradient formed in colurm A is approximately linear in 
the range in which the observations were mcde {ftgure -') (Pobon and Deeb 
1962). 
Two ml of the virus suspension was introduced through X and WC11 
follow.cl by 15 ml ol 40*, sugar (containing 0.25% Bpa} to raise the virus 
level to a level designated the origin (0). The caplllary sampling tube 
was then adjusted to the towered position. 
Fig. 2. 
Zone electrophoresis apparatus. 
(i) capillary sampling tube (X) in raised position 
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A saturated solution of NoO was added to each of the electrode 
vessels to the levels N; A9 - AgO electrodes were inserted and the levels 
of the buffer in the vessels w•e equalized. Stopcock 8 was then opened 
coutiousl y • 
A time lope of at least 20 minut• was necessary for a concentration 
gradient to form in the virus band at O. In this way, the undesirable effect 
of convection was avoided. 
Electrophoresis was allowed to proceed far 22-23 houn at 4° C with 
a current of 22 mA. In th.is time the phenol red naigroted approximately 13 c;m 
from the origin O. The stopcock was closed and the column examined with on 
argon mercury fluorescent lamp (Fig 5) for regions of opalescence; such regions 
were recorded photogrophieally. 
Capillary X wos returned to the raised position and 15 ml of sucrose 
were run out and discarded. Samples of 1 cm column length (approximately 
3 ml) were subsequently collected and the fractions titrated for infectivity in 
FLK cells in roller tubes ond tested for haemogglutinating activity against 
0 
goose cells ot pH 6.11 at 22 C. 
C. RESULTS 
Photographs obtained from two typical zone electrophoresis experiments 
on Wesselsbron virus are shown in Fig 6. The reference substances, haemoglobin 
Fi& . 5 . 
Argon mercury fluorescent lomp .. 

Fig . 6 . 
Phot pm of the columns from two zone lectrophoresis 




(a) ( b ) 
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and phenol red, are evid nt at positions 3-4 cm and 11-13 cm from the origin 
0 respectively. A zone of opalescence is visible ot a position 7-10 cm from 
the origin. The density regions in the photographic negatives from the some 
two experiments were measured with o Beckman an lytrol (densitometer) and 
are presented graphically in Fig 7. 
The infectivity and haemaggJutination titrations of the individual 
samples collected from the column after the lectrophoresis of the virus 
suspension for 22 hours ar recorded in T I 14 and Fig 8. 
It is evident from Table 14 and Fi 8 that there is o main infective 
component 9- 2 cm from the origin and it has a slightly slower migration 
rat than the phenol red. This component ccrr ponds with on of the lesser 
pecb, yond the region of greatest density, shown in the graphical 
p-esentation of th densitometric r con:lings of the some experiment in Fig 7b. 
It is su ted from these results th the zone of light scattering in 
the electrophor is column may be seFOl'ated from the zone of highest virus 
concentration by prolonging the period of el ctrophoresis beycnd the 22 hour 
peri<d of this t. 
Fip. 7. 
Densitometric ,ecordings obtained from the photographs 
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Table 14. I fectivity and h agglutination titr ions of sompl collected 
after z electrophoresis of e lsbron virus for 22 hours ot 4°C. 
Oistanc in column lnfectivity Haem lutin ti 
(cm from origin) TCI050 /0.1 ml HA t
itre/0 .4 I 
1 3.50 12 
2 3.66 192 
3 4.00 64 
4 4.50 32 
5 4.00 16 
6 4.»3 16 
7 4.00 24 
8 5.00 24 
9 4.75 32 
10 5.33 32 
11 5.33 4'8 
12 5.00 32 
13 4.75 8 
14 .25 6 
Fig. 8. 
lnfectivity and hoemagglutination titration NSUlts of the 
individual samples collected after zone electrophoresis of 
0 Wesselsbron virus for 22 houn at 4' C. 
= infectivity 
------ = haemagglutination 
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D. DISCUSSION 
It is apparent that there are two distinct haemagglutinating components, 
one of which is associated with the infective particles. The non infectious 
haemogglutinin component of low mobility consists either of products of 
disintegration of the viral coat or of incomplete virus pa1ides which are 
sHH capable of demonstrating haemaggiutinating activity and which carry 
little or no nett c:harge. 
It is also evident that the infective ,particles ore spread a,,er a wide 
range of fractions and therefore are electrophoretically inhomogeneous. The 
significance of the minor infectivity peak consistin of particles of 
comparatively low mobility has not yet been assessed. The maior infective 
component with its accompanying haema lutinin has a mobility only 
slightly less than that of the ph ol red reference substance and has a 
migration rote similar to that of the arbovirus, African Horsesickness virus 
(pantropic strain) {Polson and Russell 1965). 
These findings suggest that zone eledrophoresis in a density gradient 
may be an effective method for the purification of Wesselsbron virus. 
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VII - DENSITY GRADIENT CENTRIFUGATION 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Density gradient centrifugation hos been used for the isolation, 
separation and purification of macromolecules and Brakke (1951, 1953b) 
hos shown it to be an effective method for the separation of plant viruses. 
In the basic method of equilibrium sedimentation in caesium chloride 
(CsO) density grcxtients (Meselson, Stahl and Vinograd t9Sn, the CsO 
solution ii allowed to eqvtlibrate under the influence of o centrifugal field. 
The macromolecules are driven by the centrffugal force to a region where 
the difference between the density of a given molecule and that of the 
suspending medium is z•o, that is they reach their isodensity level. 
The technique described by Polson and Levitt {1963), in which ca 
P"•formed gradient of CsO is prepared, and the material under investigation 
inserted at a position In the gradient close to its expected isodensity level, 
considerabJy reduces the equilibration time. 
The buoyant dentlties of the arboviruses, Rift Valley Fever (Polson 
and Levitt 1963), Sindbis (Mussgay and Rott 1~), Dengue Type 2 (Stevens 
and Schlesinger 1965) and African Horsesickness, strain A50} (Ruuell t 965) 
have been detennined. 
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Using the method of Polson and Levitt (1963) the buoyant densities 
of the infedive particle and of the haemagglutinin of Wesselsbron virus 
(low passoge strain) have been determined. 
B. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
1 • Preparation of virus suspension 
Two lesseJsbron virus infected suckling mouse brains were triturated 
in 8 ml of 0.02 M phosphate buffer, at pH 7 .0, containing 0.4% bovine 
plasma albumin (phosphate buffer/Spa). The suspension was clarified by 
centrifugation at 1 O, 000 rpm for 10 minutes. The supernatant was centri-
fuged at 30, 000 rpm for 60 minutes and the resulting pellet resuspended in 
4 ml of phosphate buffer/Spa. After further clarification ot 10,000 rpm for 
10 minutes, 0.5 ml of this virus suspension was mixed with 0.5 ml of the 
60*' CsCI solution. This mixture, containfog o final CsO concentration 
of 30 , was inserted in the preformed density gradient in the relevant 
position. 
Twelve brains instead of two were used for the prepcsotion of a 
Wesselsbron virus suspension containing a HIGH concentration of virus. 
The suspension was treated in the same way as the above LOW concentration 
virus preparation. 
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2. Preparation of Co . ium chloride gradient 
A 60~ {w/v) solution of CsO was prepared in 
Bpa. 
phosphate buffer/ 
Solutions containing 6 to 5 ,b of esa were prepared by mixing the 
origin I CsCI solution (60%) with phosphate/buffer/Spa in diff rent proportions 
as shown in T le 15. 
Table 15. CsO solutions for the formation of the density gradi nt. 
60 o CsCI solution ph phat buffer/ Final CsO 
Bpo concentration 
( I) (ml) {,b) 
0.1 0.9 6 
0.2 0.8 12 
0.3 0.7 18 
0.4 0,.6 24 
0.6 0.4 36 
0.7 0.3 42 
o. 0.2 .ca 
0.9 0.1 54 
The densjti of two of these solutions were determined with the 
aid fa pykn ter and their refractive indices were m asured using on 
refract er. The values obtained were checked for accuracy with 
the stand«d refractometric density curve prepared in this laboratory. 
The density gradient was formed in a syringe, supported in the 
apparatus as shown in Fig 9, by slowly withdrawing 0.4 ml of each of the 
CsCI solutions (Table 15), stCl'ting with the least dense. The virus suspen-
sion (0.4 ml) was inserted ot the 30% esa level. The contents of the 
syringe were then carefully transferred to a 12 x 50 mm cellulose nitrate 
centrifuge tube; the apparatus being raised during the introdu~ion ci the 
gradient into the tube in order to keep the tip of the needle iust below the 
meniscus. 
3. Centrifug¢ion pr;ocedure 
The centrifugation was carried out in the swinging bucket SW-39 
rotor in the Sptnco model L ulkocentrifuge at 30,000 rpm for 3 houn at 
0-.4°C. 
After removal from the rotor, the bottom ol the tube was pierced 
with a st•il• pin and eleven consecutive sampl•, consisting of 10 drops 
each, were collected ln sterile test tubes. Using a known volume of each 
fraction, the refractive indices were determined. 
After dialysis against one titre of 0.02 M ph01phate buffer, at pH 7 .0, 
for 2 houn ot 4°C with =ntinual stirring, serial tenfold dilutions of the 
samples were prepared in serum saline and titrated for infectivity in mice. 
Fig . 9 . 
Apparatus used for the formation of the esa density groclient. 
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Twofold dilutions were used in the haemagglutination titration. 
C. RESULTS 
The standard refractometric density curve of the CsO solutions is 
presented in Fig 10, and it is routinely used in aJI density gradient 
centrifugation experiments. ln order to ensure that the conditions of the 
present experiment fell within these standards, the densities and the refrac:tive 
indices of two of the samples from one experiment were determined and were 
found to fol I exactly on the standard curve. 
Density gradient centrifugaticn using o LOW concentration of Wesselsbron virus 
The results of the infectivity titrations of the eJeven samples from one 
experiment ofter 3 hours centrifugation at 30,000 rpm are shown in Fig 11 • 
A sharp peak of infectivity was obtained at density of 1 .22 gm/cc. The 
slight increase in titre in the least dense frac:tian (1.024 g,n/ec) may be due 
to the association of some of the infective particles with light lipoidal matter 
from the mouse brains which rise up the gradient. 
No hoemagglutinin activity wcas exhibited by these samples. 
• 
Fig . 10 . 
























lnfectivity titration results after CsO density gradient centri-













































Density gradient centrifugation using a HIGH concentration of Wesselsbron 
virus. 
The results of the infectivity titrations of the eleven samples from 
one of the experim nts in which o HIGH concentration of virus was used, 
are given in Fig 12. A density of 1.22 gm/cc was again obtained for the 
main infective particle but the infectivity in the gradient was mor widely 
dispersed and a considerable amount of inf ctive material had risen to the 
top of th tube. 
In this_ experiment, haemagglutination was d tectabl and the 
haemogglutinin w distributed widely between densities 1.189 and 1.327 gm/cc 
with two apparent moxima at l . 189 and 1.268 gnvcc (Table 16). 
D. DISCUSSION 
The infectiv virus particles appear to be fairly homogeneous with 
respect to density, and their distribution in the gradient was found to be 
GCIU$Sian (Meselson" Stahl and Vinograd 1957). The buoyant density of 
Weuelsbron vfn.,s wos fovnd in both experi to be l .22 grrv cc . This 
w o .somewhat surprising result since virus ides of this order of size 
might have been expect-.-d to hove o density of t • gm/ cc. The lesser 
density in this instance may be accounted for by the incorporation of a lipid 
component in the Wesselsbron virus particle, o suggestion which finds some 
Fig . 12 . 
lnfectivity titration results after CsO density gradient 
centrifugation of Wesselsbron vif'US using a HIGH 
concentration of virus. 
9 9 0 
~ M -
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Table 16. 
Haemogglutination titration results ofter CsCI density 
gradient centrifugation of Wesselsbron virus using a 
HIGH concentration of virus. 
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support from the extreme 1ensitivity of the virus to ether. The density of 
1. 22 gm/cc is similar to that found by Polson and Levitt {1963) for Rift 
Volley Fever virus particles which had densities which varied from 1 .23 to 1 . 1 
gm/cc . Russell (1965) reported thot the Infective particles of Africon Horse-
sickness virus (strain A501) had densities of 1.18 gm/cc and 1.36 gm/cc. 
Br-akke (1964) found that the virus zone in density gradient centri-
fugation widened as the amount of virus floated on the groclient column 
increased; this findin9 was confirmed when a higher concentrotion of 
Wesselsbron vin,s was inserted in the density gradient. Zone spreading was 
evident and furthermore, a higher proportion of infective material was found 
in the least dense fractions viz. 1 .031 - 1.051 gm/cc. The larger amount 
of brain materiol including I ipid, is probobly responsible for the presence 
of this heterogeneity. 
The hoemogglutlnin components appeared heterogeneous with respect 
to density as no sharp peak was evident. The haemogglutinin was present in 
samples of densities 1.189 - 1.327 gnv'cc with maximal titres at densities 
1.189 and 1.268 gm/cc. 
M.Jssgoy and lott () 964) reported two hoemagglutinins of Sindbi$ 
virus with densities 1.19 and 1. 2-4 gm/cc respectively. Two haemoggJuti.nins 
of similar densities were reported in an investigation of Dengue Type 2 virus 
(Stevens and Sch!esinger 1965). In both cases the infective component was 
found at a density of 1 .24 gm/cc. 
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VIII - DETERMlNATION OF SEDIMENTATION COEFFICIENT 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The sedimentation coefficient is a characteri_stic constant for a 
given molecular species. in o given solvent ct a given temperature (Svedberg 
and Pedersen 1940). It is the distance that o particle will sediment per 
second per dyne unit force and is measured in Svedberg units (S) one S 
-13 
being IO cm/sec/dyne. 
The determination of the sedimentation coefficients of pure substances 
in solution is usually performed in an analytical ultracentrifuge, in which 
the movement of sedimenting boundaries is followed by light absorption or 
light refraction methods. 
When dealing with unpurified virus suspensions, the Spinco model L 
or LH. ultracentrifuge is used and the rate cl sedimentation of the infective 
particles is fwnd by determining the boundary position after centrifugation, 
by infectivity titration or serological measurements. For such impure prepara-
tions, the techniques of Pickels (1943), Polson and Linder (1953), Polson and 
Madsen (1954) and Polson and van Regenmortel (1961) were designed to 
determine sedimentation coeffieients. 
If the virus particle, for which the sedimentation coefficient hos been 
determined, is assumed to be spherical and the densities of the virus and the 
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suipending medium are known, the particle size may be calculated . (Pollard 
1953) . 
Method A of the two ultracentrifugation techniques developed by 
Polson and van Re mortel (1961) was used for the determination of th 
sedimentation coeffici nts of the infective particle and the haemagglutinin 
of Weuelsbron virus (low passage strain) 
T formula of Polson and van R genmortel, derived for the d termination 
ol s
20
ow is based on th formula developed by Elford (1936) for det rmining 
the size of a viNS particle fram rate of sedimentation in inverted capillaries, 
viz . 
cl = 
7~ ?o logx .. 1 
7-94 >< io r~-~)N'l 
. 
where d = particle diameter (mr ) 
?o = viSC01ity of medium at temperature of ex rim nt 
X :x:, 4...t = 
X 1 4.l c~ Co 
x, = distance from axis of rotation (cm) 
l = length of cell (cm) 
c~ = ratio of avera virus concentration in effective 
Co colu after and before centrifugation. 
= density of particle (gm/cc. ) 




N = average effective velocity (rpm) 
t. = time ol centrifugation (minutes) 
When the above formula is coupled with the Stokes-Einstein equation 
, 2 :: ~ 5 :2oow 120 
2 (,Op -,or¥\) 
Y' = radius of particle (mpJ 
r, - viseo1ity of water at 20°c 
120-
. .... . 2 
the fol lowing equation for the sedimentation coefficient is obtained 
s : 3·50 ::ao0 w 
...... 3 
From the curve which relates the titre to the speed ol centrifugation, 
the average effective velocity (N) at the position of one logarithm drop in 
infectivity i .e . a 90% reduction of titre, is asc rtoined . Therefore the 
ratio of the virus concentration in the ffective column (I cm) after and 
before centrifugation (ct/c
0
) is O. 1 • If less than a one log drop in titre 
is used as the critical value it is likely that the reading would fall within 
the confidence limits of the titration. 
B. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
l • Preparation of virus suspension 
A IO-l suspension of Wesselsbron virus was prepared by triturating 
five infected suckling mou1e brains in 20 ml of 0 .02 M phosph e buffer 
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containing 0.4% bovine plasma albumin (phosphate buffer/Spa) and dorified 
by centrifugation at 10,000 rpm for 10 minutes. 
2. Method of determination of sedimentation coefficient 
A 40*, (w/v) solution of sucrose wos prepared in phosphate buffer/Spa. 
Celtulose nitrate centiifuge tubes (12 x 50 mm) were graduated in a 
manner illustrated in fig 13 (i). The distonce between a and b measures I .0 
cm, b to c measures O .5 cm and the distance below c, 2 .5 cm. The virus 
suspension was introduced carefully to the bottom of one of the tubes till the 
meniscus reached level d (Fig IJ (ii)) iuJt below the graduation marked c. 
With a Pasteur pipette, 40% sucrOM solution was introduced below the virus 
suspension to raise the sugar virus interface to c and the virus meniscus above 
a. The excess virus suspensian above a was removed to bring the virus meniscus 
to the graduation marked a. (Fig 13 (iii)). 
Each tube was placed in the refrigerator (4° C) for approximately 
20 minutes before centrifu9ation to allow diffusion of the sucrose into the 
virus suspension, thus creating a c:oncentration gradient between band c. 
(Fig 13(iv)). 
In each experiment o total of six experimental tubes, prepared in this 
way, were centrifuged at rotor velocities 10,000, 15,000, 20,000, 25,000, 
30, 000 and 32, 000 rpm fa, a standard time of 45 minutes in the swinging 
bucket SW-39 rotor in the Spinco model LH preparative ultracentrifuge 
Fig. 13. 
Preparotion of tubes for detennination of sedimentation coefficient 
(i) graduated centrifuge tube 
(ii) virus suspension introduced to lev I o 
(iii) sucrose introduced below virus suspension 




( i ) 
d 
(ii) ( iii) 
~ virus suspension 






at 0-4 C. 
The overo effective rotor velocity during the period of centrifugation 
was determined by o method similar to that described by Brodish, Brooksby, 
Dillon and Norambuena (1952). The rotor velocities were carefully noted at 
frequent intervals during acceleration, during the run ond during the decelera-
tion period. Th square of the actual rotor velociti was plotted against the 
time of centrifugation and the area included by the curve was measured with 
a planimeter. The av age effective v- tocity was culculated according to 
. the formula: 
area included by curve 
Average ffective velocity = 
time 
After each centrifugation at o particuf« rotor v locity, the virus 
suspension between levels a and bin the experimental tube was removed 
using a fineJy drawn out hmeur pipette with a bent tip supported in the 
apparatus as in Fig 14. The temperature f one of the balancing tubes was 
recorded immediot Jy after eoch centrifugation. 
At the completion of eoch experiment the six virus samples and 
original uncentrifuged virus suspension were titrated for infectivity in FLK 
cells in roller tubes and tested for haemogglutinating activity. 
Fig . 14 . 
Apparatus used for removing the virvs suspension from the 










The results of two centrifugation experiments ewe recorded in Fig 15. 
The infectivity titr of the six fractions pied from each experim t were 
plotted against the average effective v locities at which th y were centrifuged . 
The titres of the rol uncentrifuged virus suspensions ere plotted on the 
cwdinates. From the curves, th average effectiv rotor velocity at the 
position of one logcwithm drop in titre, was ascertained in each experiment. 
The sedimentation coefficient( s200w ) of Wesselsbron virus w
as calculated 
by inserting in equation 3 the values list in Tobie 17 . 
Tobie 17. Data for calculation of the sedi ation coefficient of the 
infective particle of Wesselabron virus . 
Experiment l Experiment 2 
?o (centlpoise) 1.6376 1.6686 
.x, (cm) 5.85 5.85 
l (cm) 1.00 1.00 
c~ 0.1 0.1 
Co 
72.0 (centipoise) 1.00 1.00 
N (rpm) 23,000 23,000 
t:. ( inut ) 46.52 46 .47 
Average t mperatur 3 .5°C 3 .0°C 
of experiment 
Fig .. 15 . 
Sedimentation diagrams of the infective particles of 






































































































The sedimentation eoeffici t of Weaelsbron viNS was calculated 
to be 142.6 Sin the first experiment and 145.5 Sin the second. The mean 
value for the sedimentation coefficient of the infective particle of Wessels-
bron virus is therefore 144.05 S. 
The logarithms of the hoemogglutination titres of the six fractions 
sampled in each of the two experiments, were plotted against the average 
ffective velocities at which the samples were centrifuged (Fig 16)~ and 
the av ro ffective velocity at the position of one logarithm drop in 
haemag lutinfo titre was ascertained in ch xperi nt. The values listed 
in Table 18 were inserted in equation 3 and th tation coefficient of 
th haemagglutinin of Wesselsbron virus was determined. 
Table 18; Data for calculation of the sedir, tation coefficient of the 
haema utinin of Wesselsbron virus. 
Experiment 1 Experi t 2 
9a (centipoise) 1.6376 1.6686 
.x., (cm) 5. 5.85 
t (cm) 1.00 1.00 
CY- 0.1 0.1 
c, 
7,.0 · (centipoise) 1.00 1.00 
N (r ) 32,.WO 2,600 
t (minutes) 46.52 46.47 
Av,wa trnent 3.5°C 3.0°C 
fig . 16 . 
Sedimentation diagrams of the haemoggf utinin of Wesselsbron 











































































































































In these two experiments, the sedimentation coefficient of the 
haemagglutinin was calculated to be 71 .86 S ond 72 .36 S respectively. 
The average value for the sedimentation coefficient of the haemagglutinin 
of Wesselsbron virus was thus found to be 72 . 11 S. 
O. DISCUSSION 
The sedimentation coefficient of the infective particle of Wessels-
bran virus was determined to be 144.05 S by the method of Polson and van 
Regenmortel ( 196 J -method A). 
By the same method, the sedimentation coefficient of the haemagglutinin 
of Wesselsbron virus was calculated to be n.11 S. 
It is of interest, that ofter centrifugation at 32,000 rpm, the infectivity 
and baemagglutinin tih'es of the virus samples showed only 50-fold and 10-fold 
reductions respectively. It is pouible that another infective fraction, and 
perhaps another haemogglutiilating fraction, haYing lower sedimentation 
coefficients will be found if higher rotor velocities ond more extended times 
of .c:entrifugations are employed. 
Earlier sedimentation experiments carried out on Wesselsbron virus 
- 71 -
suspended in a saline medium, containing O .4% Bpa, yielded a valu of · 
265 S for the sedimentation coefficient of the infective particle and 21 0 S 
for the haemogglutinin. The pH of the sol ine suspending medium was 
subsequently found to be low (5 .1 - 5 .3), due to the acid albumin. It is 
thought that there was a considerable amount of aggregation of the virus 
particles in these preparations resulting in elevated values for the sedimentation 
coeffi ci ants • 
Polson (1954) d tennined the seen ntation coefficient of Yellow Fever 
virus to be 170 Sand Hampton (1958) reported two infectiv components of 
West Nile virus one of which had a sedimentation coeffici t of 164.9 S. 
The value of 1-".05 S obtained for the sedi ntotion coefficient of Wessels-
bron virus is of the same order as these two Group B arboviruses. 
When the valu for the density of Wesselsbron virus, 1.22 gm/cc, 
and the value of the sedimentation coefficient, 144.0S S were substituted 
into the Stokes-Einstein equation {equation 2), the diameter of the ini ctive 
particle of Wesselsbron virus was calculated to 34.3 m]'( · 
Assuming the haemagglutinin to be spherical, i diamet r is calculated 
to be between 19.9 ~ and 26.2 m,u. when the val 1.189 - J .327 gm/cc 
for the density and 72 .11 S for the sedimentation coefficient are inserted in 
the Stokes-Einstein equation. This assumption would be valid only if similar 
particle size results were obtained by ultrafiltration « diffusion xperiments. 
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IX - ULTRAFILTRATION 
A. INTRODUCTION 
Ultrafiltration, as a method of estimating the size ol microscopic 
and submicroscopic dispersed pcrticles, has been used in biological studies 
for the past sixty years. 
Bechold (1907, 1908 a,b) imp-egnoted filter paper with solutions 
of nitrocellulose in 9lociol acetic acid in on attempt to pt'epare filters of 
sufficiently small pore size. These filters1 as Elford (1931) discovered, had 
great variability in pore size, due mainly to the distorting influences of the 
cellulose fibres of the filter paper. 
Vcwious techniques for producing membranes ol different pore sizes 
have been developed. Using an ether-alcohol solution of collodion, Bigelow 
(1907), Bcwtell and Carpenter (1923) ca,d Pierce (1927) vcwied the time allowed 
for the evaporation of the solution. Others treated air-dried col lodion 
membranes with different concentrations ol alcohol in water (Brown 1915, 
Nelson and Morgan 1923). Non-Yolotile agents hove been used; Pierce 
(1927) used ethylene glycol and Schoep (1911) added glycerol to ether-alcohol 
solutions of collodion. 
Asheshov (1925) was the first to use volatile reagents to grade membrane 
permeability. He added varying amounts of acetone to increase, or amyl 
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alcohol to decrease membrane permeability .. 
Elford (1931) used the some reagents as Asheshov. He utilized the 
antagoni.vic solvent oction between amyl alcohol and acetone to bring about 
a progressive aggregation of nitrocellulose particles during evaporation. The 
addition of gJaciol acetic acid to the solution of nitrocellulose in ether and 
alcohol to which certoin fixed proportions cl amyl alcohol end acetone hod 
been added, resulted in a decrease in the permeability of the membrane, 
whereas the oddltion of woter increased the permeability. 
Bauer and Hugh. (1935) used Elford', method but substituted porlodion 
(Mallinckrodt Chemical Works) for Ou Pont, parlodion because the ratio of 
the tensile strength of the membrane to thidcness wm poor when the latter was 
used. Polson (1941) confirmed Bauer and Hughes' finding, and with their 
method, obtained ccnstant Gftd reproducible results. 
The passage of broth through the membranes prior to filtration of o 
virus suspension was recommencled by Ward and Tong (1929) and found by 
Elford (1933) to be essential to reduce the adsorption of the virus particles 
to the membrane. 
The filterobility of virus particles is dependent on the viral concen• 
tration, os grodcc:ol collodion membranes have the capacity of adsorbing 
the virus and only when this hos been sotisfied will the virus pass freely 
through the metabrone (Elford and Andrewes 1932). 
The odsorption copoc:ity of the fflHlbrone for proteins has been found 
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to be greatest near the isoelectric points of the protein. Therefore the 
ultrofiltration of viruses is normally carried out in the pH range 7 .0 - 9 .O 
which is beyond the isoelectric point of most viruses and a range within which 
most viruses are stable. 
Numerous viruses have been studied by ultrafiltration through grodacol 
membranes. The results obtained have given some indication of the size of the 
infective pmtic:les and have been compared with the results obtained for 
particle sizes c:alculoted from sedimentation and density data or measurements 
by electron microscopy. · 
A grodaeol membrane does not behave os an ordinary sieve. Elford 
(1933) investigated effects of applied pressure, concentration of the virus, 
membrane thickness ~Jnd adsorption phenomena and established the following 
relationship between particle size and the limUing pore size: 
Correction factor For mbrones with 
APO mf.t 
( Ii iting pore size) 
0.33 • 0 .50 10 ... 100 
-
0.50 .. 0.75 100 -500 . 
0.75 - 1.00 500 - 1000 
Lea (1947) suggested a factor of O .83 and Black (1958) proposed 
that the factor O .64 be used irrespective of partie size • A factor of O .68 
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was calculated from the data in Tobie 19 (Polson 1966 - personal communication) 
and applied to ultrafiltration studies of a variety of African animal viruses. 
This correction factor (0 .68) was used in the investigations on 
Wesselsbron virus. 
B. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
l • Prep ration nd calibration of Jadacol membranes 
The method used was that of Bauer and Hughes (1 935). 
In order that the water content of the mem ranes might be accurately 
controlled, it was necessary to dry and redistil the solvents before use. Ether 
(BDH) was dried over metal! ic sodium; acetone (BDH) over anhydrous potassium 
carbonate; and absolute alcohol (BDH) over calcium oxide. Primary amyl 
alcohol (SDH) was used as supplied by the manufacturers. 
Porlodion (75 gm) (Mallinckrodt Chemical Works) and 125 gm of 
absolute alcohol were mixed in a 2.5 litre dark glass bottle fitted with a 
plastic screw cap. The parlodion was left to swell for 24 hours at room 
temperature; 375 gm of ether was added and the mixture was shaken 
periodically until all the parlodion dissolved. After addition of 575 gm of 
acetone the mixture was agitated in a mechanical shaker for hours. Primary 































































































































































































































































































































































































































shaken for a further hours and stored for 2-3 weeks in a dor cupboard. 
The glass cell {Fig 17) in which the membranes were prepared 
consisted of two pieces of plate glass 7 mm thick and 50 cm squ re. A hole, 
40 cm in diameter, was cut in the one square of gl and the two pieces of 
glass were cemented together with egg white to make a well. 
The preparation of the col lodion membranes was carried out in a 
room with constant temperature {20°C) and constant humidity (70 o). 
The cell was raised above a levelling table on four rub r stoppers 
to ensure even distribution of temperature about the cell. A paper cylinder, 
45 cm in diameter and 20 cm high, supported on 3 corks w s placed round 
the concavity of the cell to avoid extraneous droughts. 
The stock collodion solution was diluted with n equal volume of 
a mixture containing one port by weight of ethyl alcohol to nine parts by 
weight of ether. The final mixture used in the pre ation of the membranes 
consisted of 9 ml alcohol, 925 ml ether and 1018 ml of stock collodion 
solution which was divided into 200 ml amounts for each membrane. Acetic 
acid which hod been froz.en at 10° C and thawed twice to remove traces of 
w ter was added in varying amounts from O .5 - 2 .5 ml to give membranes of 
average pore diameter (APD) 450 - 24 ml • 
The 00 ml of diluted solution to w ich the required amount of 
acetic acid had been added was mixed well and placed in the constant tem-
perature and humidity room for at least one hour prior to use . The solution 
Fig. 17. 
GIQJS cell for preparation of gradacol membranes. 
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w then pou into th iddl o th c II o ed to r in for 90 
minutes . 
Distill w w pour irnm ely into th cell t ed 
and aft r 15 minutes the m oo 
fre • 
All th s wrse washed for one 
lco ol, to which 1/10,000 hiol eh 
in daily ch 
From th a unif city, 
st el punch . Th y st iliz byst 
for 0 minut und w in 
The th calcu 
w of wat cont nt of 
Th f mula u 
. b upon the th I 
V = "'TT' p--r 4 
<a 1.. "? 
ov ing th a ac ill 
w OU 
of into nt, th r iu is c lcu fr 
r : 2.t. v2 V2 -pw 
wh e Y' r ius of (cm) 
L i. 
floated 
in d i I y ch n s of 5 
and for one 
.5 cm w cut with 
ic 
rom the r e fl of 
tu I ms th r 
• Thus t in th 
for la 
• I ho (cm) 
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V = rate of flow (ml/sec) 
? = specific viscosity (CGS units) 
w = water content of one sq em of membrane 
p = pressure odueing flow (dynes/sq cm) 
The thickness of each membrane was measured between two micr05cope 
cover slips using a micrometer screw; the r e of flow was determined using a flow 
cell (Fig 18) and the water content was obtained by weighing the membranes 
before and after drying at 90° C for 24 hours. 
2. Prep ation of virus suspension 
Twenty infected suckling mouse ains r tritur ed in 80 ml 
0.02 M phosphate buffer at pH 7 .O which contained 0.4 X> b:wine plasma 
albumin (Bpa). The suspension was clarified by centrifuAation at 10,000 
rpm for 10 minutes in the Spinco model L ultracentrifuge. The supernatant 
fluid was stored 4°C. 
3. Method of filtration 
The filtrations were c ried out und r positive air pressure of 15 lbs/ 
sq inch using a pump connected to a manifold and the metal filters as shown 
in Fig 19. 
The assembly of the filters is shown in Fig 20 and consists of a per• 
for ted met I disc, which supports a Vhatman h dened filter paper No.541 
and the rad col membrane; all three e held between two rub r washers 
fig. )8. 
Flow cell for determination of the rate of flow of water through 
the gradacol membranes. 

fig . 19 . 
Arrangement of apparatus used in ultrafiltrotion . 

Fig . 20 . 
A fiher in detail . 
f ilter holder 
Q1111111 111a•lllli>..--- rubber washer 
C =:) gradacol membrane 
~ filter paper 
perforated disc 
C - rubber washer 
filter holder 
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in the ass nick I-coated filt rs. 
The ntir units were autoclav exce for the filter pa r disc 
and odacol me an , which w e boiled in distilled water before the
 
filters wer se. led. mbranes of AP 's 450, I 310, 245, I 
78, 16), 5 , 119, 77, 72, 63, 40 and 24 1--, e used in three 
ultr iltr ion ex im nts. 
Panmede nutrient broth (m nufactured by Paines and 8 rn Ltd., 
En and) w filt t ough th 334 mf-' in the first two 
experi ents throu h th 450 an in th third, and subsequently 
5 ml of the fil tr e w passed under pr r t rou h each o the other 
membr nes. The virus su nsion, ter filtr ion throu h the 334 ~1. 
s"ze. 
The filtr es th throu 
45, 160, 150, 119, 77, 7'J., 63, 40 and 
in 5 ml a ounts throu h the 
"""'''"nranes of APO 450, 334, 
J• r titr ed for infectivity 
in 3-4 old mice, whereas the filtr es throu 
334, 310, 245, 22, 178, 160, 150, 119, 77, 72, 6 , 40 and 24 1-4 re 
tested for ha a glutinin activity. 
C. RESULTS 
The results of the infectivity titrations of the filtrates from t ree 
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ultrafiltr ion e 
Tabl O. Ultr iltr ion o t inf ctiv icl of "essels ron virus. 
e E riment 1 xperi ent xperiment 3 
Ta sr/ . rao50/0.1 ml L050 /0.04 ml 
I. 




119 .66 1.50 .66 
77 1.50 
77 1.00 1.75 
< • 0 < .00 
0 < .00 < .00 < .o 
4 :- < -
- = n t done 
It is evide t t r le O that t i ctiv particle of essels ron 
virus does not p through mem ones with 6 , or less. The in-
fectivity titres of th filtr s w re plott a inst th rage pore diameters 
of the m r es through which they had p (Fig 21) and the titration 
Fig . 21 . 
Jnfectivity titration results from three ultrafiltration experiments 
plotted against the APD's of the membranes. The titres in 
experiments 1 & 2 are expressed as neg Log TCID50, whereas 
in experiment 3 the titres ore expressed as neg Log lDso· 
c:;> 9 
" II') 
Al!A!PaJU ! 601 
Fig. 22. 
lnfectivity titration results from three ultraflltration 
experiments plotted ogoinst the logarithms of the 
APO's of the membranes. The titres in experiments 
1 & 2 are expressed as neg Log TCID50, whereos 
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It will be seen from these results that a large proportion of the 
haemogglutinin of Wesselsbron virus is held back by membranes of APO 222 
mt' or less. No haema99lutinin was detected in the filtrates that had passed 
through membranes of APO 160 mtt or less. It was not possible to obtain 
straight line graphs when the haemagglutinfo titres (Experiment 3) were 
plotted against th logarithms of the APD's of the membranes, so it has not 
been possible to estimate the size of the haemagglutinin by ultrofiltration. 
D. DISCUSSION 
Ultrofiltration is not simple filtration through a sieve and surface 
phenomena play an iinportont part in the ultrofiltrotion process. 
The size of the infective particle of Wesselsbron virus has been 
estimated by ultrafittrotion to be 33.3 m~. The resulb of the three 
xperiments were in good agreement and the method of o wholly logarithmjc 
plot of the results permitted an cxcurote extrapolation to the filtration end-
point. 
The size of the haemagglutinin is more difficult to estimate by 
ultrofiltration. Ther pears to be one haemogglutinin or possibly two, of 
much larger size t the infective particle. It is known that when any 
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Wesselsbron virus preparation contains less than 3.50 LD50 
/0.04 ml, 
hoemogglutinin is not detectable. The virus suspension which had passed 
through the membrane of APO 160 mt' showed no ha agglutinin activity, 
but contained 4.55 LD5o /0 .04 ml. This suggests that the infective particle 
and the hoemagglutinin are loosely associated. The ho gglutinin might 
have been stripped from the outside of th virus particle when the virus 
suspension was filt•ed through membranes of APO 160 mt' or less and it 
is possible th-at fr hoemagglutinin is too small to prev nt the red cells from 
settling out in the haemagglutlnation test. 
Somewhat si ilor findings were obtai ed by Sabin and Buesch (l 950) 
who reported that Japanese 8 EneephaUtis virus h agglutinin did not pass 
through o gradacoJ membrane of APO 200 tt ar less despite the fact that the 
infective particle diameter is 20-30 m P.· 
At least one of the possible xplanations of these curious results is 
that the baemogglutinin strips from the viru, particle in the form of filaments 
or sheets and wou1d therefore not obey_,e lows governing the passage of 
spherical particl through gradacol • 
The preparation ond calibration of the greldacol membran is long 
and tedious and perhQps these are the reasons wht ultrofiltrotion is so 
infrequently used in virus studies. 
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X - INFECTIOUS RIBONUCLEIC ACID 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The isolation of infectious ribonucleic acid (RNA) from PoliO'iirus, 
West Nile, and Mengo viruses by Colter, Bird and Brown (195n and Colter, 
Bird, 1'hlyer and Brown (J95n were the first demonstrations that infect.ious 
macromolecules could be isolated from onimol viruses. 
The cold phenol method of Gierer and Schra (1956) was u for 
the isolation of infectious RNA from nu ous arboviruses • from Eastern 
Equine Encephalomyelitis virus (Wecker and Schaf 1957), SemHki forest 
virus (Geng 1958), Murray Valley fncephalomyelitis virus (Ada and Anderson 
Encepholomyelitis virus (Nakamura 1961) and Yellow fever virus (Nielsen 
and Marquardt 1963). 
Other methods used for the isolation of infectious RNA from virus 
suspensions, include treatment with hot phenol, sodium deoxycholate, 
M/ 
0 0 
guanidine hydrochloride hot 1 NaO, heat alone (61 C, 85 C 
), and 
sodium dodecylJulphote (Duponol). 
It was necessary in aJJ cases to demonstrate that the infectivity of 
the RNA preparations was not due to resi al vinis. This was shown by the 
fact that RNA was sensitive to ribonuclease; it wc:a precipitated with alcohol 
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or with M NaO at 4°C; it was not neutraliz by specific antiviral 
gammaglobulin; it showed characteristic ultro-violet spectra with a peak 
at 260 mt,t. 
The infectious RNA may be assayed in vivo or in vitro..Direct plating 
on cell monolayen (Alexander, Koch, Mountain and von Damme 1958) or 
th infectious centres thod (El lem and Colter 1960) ore most commonJy 
used for the titration of RNA isolated from arboviNses. The former method 
has th disadvantage that the cell monoloyen moy be damaged by the hyper-
tonic solutions used for SU$pending viral RNA, which have been found to be 
necessary for maximal RNA orption to the cells. 
The infectivit)r of the infectious RNA hos been found, in most cases, 
to be very low compared with that of the intact virus from which the RNA 
was isol ted. It was thought that the low infectivity titres were due to poor 
plating efficiency and to overcome this, the RNA dilutions were made in 
hypertonic solutions (Alexander et al 1958), and the host cells w e t, ated 
with hypertonic saline at high pH prior to inoculation of the RNA (Koch, 
Koenig 1960). Ribonucle in the preparation destroy RNA 
and Frae kel-<:onrat, Singer and Tsu9ita (1961) suggested the cddition d 
bentonite to son> any nucleoses present, and to stabilize the infectious RNA. 
However, Nakamura and Ueno (1964) suggest that it is the heavy metol 
contamination in the NA preparation and not the nucleases which are 
responsibl for the low titres and have suspended and stored Japanese B 
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Encephalitis RNA in 0 .01% sodium versenate. It is apparent that the optimal 
conditions for maximal infectivity of infectious RNA preparations is a 
characteristic of the particular viraJ RNA and the tissu cultur system in which 
it is assayed. 
The method used for the isolation of infectious RNA from crude 
suspensions of Wesselsbron virus infected sucld in9 mouse brains was that of 
Gierer and Schramm (1958) as modified by Naude (1965). Cold phenol was 
used for the dissociation of the nucleoprotein and bentonite was added to the 
brain suspension to inactivate ribonudeases. 
B. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
J. Preparation of bentonite susP!!!sion 
O. I M Sodium Verwnate p!:f 7 .0 
No versenate 
Distilled water 
NoOi (10 N) to bring pH to 7 .0 
37.225 gm 
500 ml 
made up to final volume of one litre with distilled water. 
0.01 M Acetate eH 6.0 
CH3COONa 0.2051 
Adiusted to pH 6.0 with 0.01 M acetic acid. 
mode up to final volume of 250 ml with distilled water. 
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Bentonite (45 gm) was stirred mechanically in 900 ml d distilled 
water. The suspension was centrifuged at 2,500 rpm, in the MSE centrifuge, 
for 15 minutes and the supernatant wa1 centrifuged at 8,500 rpm (Spinco 
rotor No. 30) for 20 minutes in the Spinco model L centrifuge. The pellet 
was resuspended in O. I M sodium versenate and left at room temperature for 
48 houn. The bentonite was washed twice and on each occasion the pellet 
resuspended in 0.01 M ocetate pH 6.0. 
The bentonite content of the final suspewion was calculated by 
centrifuging a known aliquot, resuspending the pellet in water and weighing 
after drying in a at'c incubator. 
2. Isolation of Wesselsbron - RNA 
(i) Phenol - (Arialar Grode) - fr~hly distilled "in vacuo" and 
(ii) 
saturat«I with 0.02 M phosphate buffer at pH 7 .0. Stored at 4°c. 
Ether - (Anaesthetic e,ode - Notol Cane y Products Ltd • ) --
freshly distilled and saturated with 0.02 M phosphate i:K.ffer at 
0 
pH 7.0. Stored at 4 C. 
(iii) 0.0005 M Venenttte in 0.02 M ~e!!o!:• buffer at pH 7 .0 
Sodium venenate 0.93062 gm 
made up to 500 ml with 0.02 M phosphate buffer pH 7 .0. 
0 
Stared at 4 C. 
DIiuted 1 : 10 with distilled water far use. 
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The centrifugotions of the samples were carried out in the swinging 
bucket rotor SW-'1!5 in the Spinco Model L preparative ultracentrifuge at 
0-4°C. 
Ninety Wesselsbron virus infeeted suckling mouse brains were ground 
in a chilled mortar with 32 ml aliquots of phenol Gld 0.0005 M versenate in 
0 .02 M phosphate buffer (pH 7 .0) and 450 mg bentonite. The suspension 
was transferred to a sterile 4 oz ground glas1 stoppered bottle standing in ice 
and shaken vigcrously for 5 minutes. After centrifugation ot 10,000 rpm 
for 30 minutes at 4°C, the aqueous layer was removed ond treated with 450 
mg bentonite and 32 ml of phenol, shaken for 5 minutes and centrifugad at 
0 
I 0, 000 rpm for 2 minutes at 4 C. The phenol treatment wos repeated twice, 
the final centrifugotion bein9 for 20 minutn to sediment the beatonite. 
The supernatant was transferred to o chilled ground glCIII stoppered 
bottle and shaken five times with 30 ml aliquots of cold ether to remove 
traces of phenol and finally the traces of ether were removed from the 
aqueous loyer by placing the RNA preparation in a beaker in a dessieator 
under negative pressure for 30 minutes. 
The final RNA preparation (approximately 28 ml) was stored at -70°C. 
3. ldentificotion ol w ... tsbron - RNA 
A solution d crystalline rfbonuclease (Seravac Labcratories) con-
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taining l ma/ml was prepared in PBS. 
Infectious RNA and the ribonuclease solution were mixed in uol 
volumes and incubated at room temperature for JS inutes. As a control, 
infectious. RNA and PBS were mixed and incubated as above. Tenfold 
dilutions of both the mixtures were prepared in PBS and titrated in mice 
4. lnfectivity of Wesselsbron virus and Wesselabron-RNA 
One Wesselsbron virus infected suckUng mouse brain was triturated 
in 4 ml serummline Qnd the suspension was cfcwified by centrifugation at 
10,000 rpm for 10 minutes. Tenfold dilutions of the supernatant were pre-
pared in serum sollne and titrated in 3-4 week old ice. 
Tenfold dilutions of Wesselsbron-RNA were prepared in PBS and 
titrated without prior incubation in 3-4 week old mice. 
6. RESULTS 
Infectious RNA, isolated from crude suspensions of Wesselsbron 
virus infected sud(ling ma,,se broins1 was identified as such by its sensitivity 
to the action of ribonucleose and by its ability to produce the chcrocteristic 
symptoms of Wesselsbron virus infection in 3-4 week old mice when injected 
by the intracerebrol route. 
The results of three Wesselsbron-RNA isolations ere listed in Table 22, 
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and th protocols of of these is pr ented in full in Table 23. 
T le 22 . lnfectivity titres of 
pr parati • 
LD.5()"'0 .04 
Without incubation Incubated 22°c / 15 ins 
Original Wesselsbron- Wesselsbron- Wesselsbron-
esselsbron RNA RNA+ NA + PBS 
virus Ribonuclease (control) 
Ex nt 1 8.31 3.50 < 0.50 3.00 
Experi nt 2 8.76 3.63 < n.s 3.83 
Experi nt 3 8.00 3.33 < 0.50 3.50 
It is t fr Table th t on pre ations 
are inactivated by ribonuclease d th the inf tivity titr of the NA 
preparations re esent only 
virus in th original untr 
t inF ctivity of th int t 
• Th r Its of t control 
titration (colu n 4 - Table 2 ) prove that th r ction in the titr of th 
N by t ition of ribonud 
mad to titr 
is not due to incu 
counting techniqu in monolayers of chick mbsyo cells, according to the 
at 22°c. 
stand chniqu of Alexand et I (195 ) Ell and Colter (1960) 
). 
T le 23 . Its of t 2 in ii. 
Accumulative totals of deaths Tot I no . 
Days after I iection of mice 
Dlluti l 2 3 .. 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 ini cted. 
-5 . • . . • . 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
Original -6 . . . . . . 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
virus -7 . . . . . . • 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
pre ation . . . . . 4 6 6 6 6 
-9 . . . .. . . 1 2 2 2 2 6 
0 . . . . . . 5 s 5 5 s 5 s 
essel 
-1 . . . . . . 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
on-
RNA 
. . . .  5 5 5 5 5 5 
. . . . . . 3 4 4 4 4 5 
-4 . . . . . . . 2 6 
-0. . . . . . . . 5 
lsbron- -1 ' 6 . . . . . . . 
RNA+ -2 . . . . . . . . • 6 
ribonucl -3 . . . . . . . . . 6 
-4 . . . . . . . . . 6 
-o. . . . . . . 6 6 6 6 6 
esselsbr - -1 . . . . . 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
RNA+ PBS . . . . 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
(control) . . . . 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
. . . . . . 2 2 6 
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infectious RNA in a wide range of saline solutiora of different molarities (0 •. 14 
M- 0.66 M) no plaques were ev• seen using either the direct plating method 
or the technique of infectious centres. 
D. DISCUSSION 
By a variety of procedures, infectious RNA hca been isolated by many 
worken from the small et&.r resiltc:ri viruses cn:I from numerous arboviruses. 
In this work, infectl .. RNA wca suc.ceufully isolated from w...asbron virut 
for the ftrSt time. 
The infectivlty of Wesselsbroa-JlNA, compared with the infectivity 
of the intact virus from which it was IJOlated, represents a yield of only 
0.001 k. 
The efficiency of assay of infedious RNA has been reported to be as 
high as 1% of the starting virus activity in some virus systems (Schaffer 1962), 
I 
but Naude (1965) working with estother arbovlrus l;Nest Nile virus) was able 
to achieve o yleJd of no more than O. I% of the original infectivity after 
toking into account the optimal conditions of pH, molarity, temperctvre and 
time. 
Many otb. workers in this field hav• not been rewarded with such 
sucQII but it is presumed that further investigations fJl the optimal requirements 
for plating efficiency wiU produce o considerable imp-ovement in the final 
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yield of Wesselsbron-RNA. 
It was thought that cytological studies on infected cells would assist 
in the identification of the sites of WesseJsbron-RNA synthesis. The next 
section shows the results of these investigations. 
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XI - LIGHT Ml CR OS COPY 
A. INTRODUCTION 
light icroscopy i.s wid ly used in the examination of c II cultures 
and fixed tissue pr par ions in the study of the cytopathology of infected 
cell cultures and fer the presence of inclusion bodies. 
Fluor cent tibody studi s, initiated by Coons and Kaplan (1950) 
permit investigations into production ol viral antigen in infected cells. 
Cover slip preparations of the Wesselsbron virus infected FLK cells, 
fixed in Bouin's fluid and stained with h matoxylin and osin were studied 
by light microscopy for the presence of inclusion ies. Nucleic acid 
changes w re inv•tigated by the ccridine oran staining method of Ar trong 
(1956); the fluorescent labelled antibody technique (Coons 195 ) was used 
to observe specific viral ontigen. 
&. MATE IALS ANO METHODS 
1 • Preparation of Wesselsbron virus infected FLK covenlip cultur 
oiler tube cultures of FU( cells containing coverslips w re infected 
with 0. 1 ml aliquots of 10-6 suspension of WesseJsbron virus infected 
suckling mouse brains and examined over a period of 4 days by the following 
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techniques. 
2. Haematoxylin and eosin staining procedure 
Bouin's fixative 
Picric Acid (saturated aqueous solution) 7 .S ml • 
Formalin (40% formaldehyde) 2.5 ml 
Glacial Acetic acid 
l *- Eosin phloxine stain 
Eosin solution (1%) 




At dcUy intervals, coverslip cultures of infected and control 
uninfected FLK cells were fixed in freshly made up Bouin's fixative for 
1-24 houn. The preparations were rinsed tn absolute alcohol for 5 minutes 
and stored at room temperatvre in 70~ alcohol until stained. 
The cuhures were washed in top water to remove the fixative and 
stained with 0.4% haematoxylin for 5-10 minutes. After rinsing in water 
for 30 seconds, the cells were differentiated in 0.5~ acid alcohol (HO 
in 70,o alcohol), washed fn running water for 15-20 minutes and counter-
stoined with 1% eosln phloxine atoln for 2-3 minuhN. The cells were passed 
through several changes of 96% alcohol, absolute ol~, two changes of 
xylol and mounted on microscope slides in Depex. 
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3. Acridine Orange staining procedure 
A solution of ocridine oronge ( 
1;
200
) was prepared in 0.2 M 
acetate buffer at pH 4.7 and 1tored at •




in acetate buffer. 
The covenJip cultures of infected and control uninfected FLK ceJJs 
were rinsed with acetate buffer, fixed in absolute alcohol for 10 minutes, cmd 
stored in 70% alcohol ot 4° C. 
The cell, were then hydrated through 50% alcohol, three changes 
of distilled water and one of acetate buff• to remove all traces of alcohol. 
After staining in acrldine orange for 30 minutes, the excess stain was removed 
from the covnip cultures by washing in seven chonges of buffer. The cells 
were mounted in buffer on microscope slides. 
4. Indirect fluore$Cenl' antibody staining technique 
Wessalsbron virus antiserum (prepared in mice) was inactivated at 56°C for 




Fluorescein isothioeronate labelled anti-mouse serum was supplied by 
Antibiotics Inc. California U.S.A. This WG1 previously tested and found to 





Coverslip cultures of infected and control uninfected FLK cells 
were washed in two changes of PBS, one change of absolute alcohol and 
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stored in absolute alcohol ot -70°C for 1-4 days. 
The alcohol was allowed to evaporate from the eovenlip cultur s and the cells 
were moistened with PBS. A few drops of Wesselsbron virus ontiserum. (~10) was added 
and the cells were incubated at 37°C for 30 minutes. 
The covenlips were placed in a petri dish containing wet filter paper to avoid 
drying during incubation. 
After the cells had been washed gently three times in PBS, 2-3 drops of 
fluorescent antiserum (lho) was added, and the cells in~bated at 37°C for 30 
minutes as above. 
The cells were washed well and mounted in buffered glycerol on microscope 
slides. The preparations were stored at 4°C. 
C. RESULTS 
The FLK cultures were examined histol ically by taking 'floating' covenlip 
preparatbns from the infected cell cultures ond from the control uninfeded cultures 
each day. 
Preparations stained with haemotoxylin ond eosin cCllfirmed the appearance and 
the progression of the changes associated with the cytopathic degeneration of the 
ceJI sheets. Th ecxiiest lesions were the dev lopment of 'holes' or defects in the 
otherwise intact sheet of cells, associated with a peripheral clumping of the cells which 
became rounded with more deeply staining cytoplasm. Some cells became grossly 
elongated and tautly stretched as thin filaments of cytoplasm across the open spaces 
in the cell sheet. Similar stretched cells were also occasionally encountered in the 
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control cultures, but it was their number that appeared important in the infected 
cultures. 
In the final stages the infected cells all became rounded, shrunken, with deeply 
eosinophilic staining cytoplasm ond with coarse granular disintegration of the nuclei . 
In none of these preparations of foetal lomb kidney cells were structures en-
countered which could be designated as incluaion bodies in either nucleus or cytoplasm . 
The nuclear chromatin remained normally distributed up to the time of rapid degeneration 
ol the nucleus. Cells .showlng mitotic figures were v«y numerous in the control 
cultures and were encountwed occGS1ionolly in the infected cell cultures up to the 
third day, suggesting that a small proportion of the cells were not infected even 
at this stage • 
The cabsence of any hint as to the site of virus synthesis in the eel I from these 
histological investigations indicated the necessity of study by other techniques to 
establish this point. 
• 
In the preparations stained with acridin orange in attempts to detect 
lncteosed synth is of ONA or RNA, all the cells in the infected and uninfected 
cultures stained with ual colour intensity for nucJ ar ONA. There was no 
suggestion of inclusion body formation in the nuc;J • y contrast the greater 
amount of fl red coloured staining of the cyteelasm of the c:ells infected with 
virus pointed strongly to enhanced NA synthesis in these cells compared with the 
uninfected control cells. Despite this change in staining properties there was no 
eviden"Ce f!S a viral inclusion body. 
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The technique making use of f1uorescein-tagged anti-mouse gamma-
globulin proved eminently successful in demonstrating the early oppear.ance 
of viral antigen in the cytoplasm of the infected FLK cells. Specific viral 
c.ltigen was detected at 44 hours in the perlnuclear or-i,J:<tanvclear position 
in the cytopla.vn in a small proportion of the cells at the periphery of the 
"holes11 in the cell sheet (Fig. 23). By 72 hours, 90% of the cells in the 
infected cultures displayed bright fluorescence in the cytoplasm. Loter 
preparations (96 houn) showed increasing d generation of the cells and gave 
no further information about the viral synthesis .. 
D. DISCUSSION 
Three staining proeedvres provided valuable information regarding 
the site of synthetic activity in Wesselsbron virus infected cells. 
Although viral inclusion bodies were not demonstrated in either cyto• 
plum or nucleus, the ocridine orange staining procedure and the fluorescent 
antibody staining technique both pointed strongly to the cytoplasm as the 
site of greatest synthetic activity. These observations were thought to be 
in keeping with the fact that Wesselsbron virus was shown to be on RNA 
virus by the succeaful bolation of infectious Wesselsbron-RNA. 
In order to gather more information on these changes taking ptace in the 












Viral antigen in the cytoplasm of infected FLK ceUs 




XU - ELECTRON Ml CROSCOPY 
A. INTRODUCTION 
The el ctron microscope is one of the most usefvl aids in the study 
of viruses. 
Since the invention of the first Porter-Blum microtome in 1953 it 
has be n possible to cut sections of tissues of the required thinness for 
observation in the electron microscope and from these sections the virologists 
has gained much knowledge of viruses in their intracellular environments. 
With some viruses, it h4S been pouible to determine the sites of 
replication ond to observe the method of their release from the cells . 
Methods of fixing; embedding oncl sectioning tissues hove been 
adequately described by Pease (1964) . Osmium tetroxide (Os04) has been 
used for many years for fixation of tissues end it is well known that it has a 
staining affinity for lipids and proteiM rendering them more visible in the 
electron micrascope. The mod widely used fixative is that of Palode (1952), 
eonsisting of 1% osmium tetroxide buffered to the alkaline side of neutrality 
with veronol buffer. 
Caulfield (I 957) suggested the addition of G small amount of sucrose 
to Palade's fixative in ,order to increase the toni-city and also suggested lowering 
the salt concentrotion. 
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Zetterqvist (1956) reeommended the addition of balanced salts to Palade's 
fixative. Millonig {1961) in contrast to Palade, reccmmended a phosphate 
buffered osmium tetroxide fixative and obtained excellent results. Other 
fixatives include aldehyde and permanganate (Luft 1956). 
It appeon that the optimal temperature far fixation is o0 c, ond it 
is necessary to chill the tissue and fixative before fixation. A satisfactory 
state of preservation is achieved in 30-60 minutes. 
Tissues are dehydrated by submenion in a graded series of ethyl 
alcohol watery solutions before being embeddtd in either one of the thermo-
•tting plastics such as bvtyl methocrylote, or jn one of the cross-linked 
epoxy resins e.g. epon « araldite. 
Butyl methac:rylate was introduced by Newman, Borysko and Swerdlow 
in 1949. It has the highly desirable qualities of (o) partially volatilizing in 
the electron beam, thus removing background material, (b) it gives a 
recaonable specimen contrast and (c) it is easy to cut. But it has the undesirable 
quality of decompasing in the electron beam resulting in collapse of fine 
structures during cae,yation. Polymerization damage is also observed in 
sections embedded in methacrylate and this is due to the uneven polymerization 
of the methacrylote producing variable shrinkage with consequent distortion 
of the tissue • 
By using partiaUy pr~ymeriz:ed methocrylate (Borysko 1956) damage 
to specimens may be minimized. 
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Morgon, R and Moore (1957), Pease (1964) and others hav 
described some adverse effects of methocrylate embedding on tissues. 
In this investigation th thin sections of FLK cells infected with 
Wesselsbron virus were embedded in methacrylote and sotisfadory results 
were obtained. Normal vninfected tissues were well preserved, the double 
nuclear membrane was easily observed. The mitochondria were not swoll n and the 
cristae were clearty seen. The endoplasmic reticulum did not appear irregular 
or swollen. 
Maalpe and irch-Andenen (19.56) introduced epoxy-resins as embedding 
medium for tiS$Ues. These resins do not c pose in the electron 
They do, however, result in sections. of very low contrast., but suitable 
stains have been developed to overcome thts. 
Epon appecn to be the embedding medium of choice at present Cind 
It is currently being used for embedding Wesselsbron virus infected FLK 
tissues in order to compare the results with those obtained with hacrylote. 
Ultramicrotomes of vcrlOU$ designs, fitted with glass or diamond 
knives ore capable of pr ucing extremely thin sections (20-50 mJ,t)• Glass 
knives are mode from plate, mirror w crystal glass and are only used at one 
cutting session. 
A trough is built up around the fracture edge of a triangular piece of glass, 
Ql'ld filled with dilute acetone so thot sections may be floated away from 
the knife edge. 
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Sections are mounted on carbon cooted grids and stained. A lead 
hydroxide stain (Wotson 19S8) OIi' o tead citrate stain (Reynolds 1963) are 
2 .. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
l • Pr!J>C!otion of fixative 
Osmium tetroxide _(2%) - 1 gm ampoule of osmium tetroxide, from which 
the label hod been removed and the outside washed well,, was placed in a 
100 ml wide necked glass stoppered bottle Cid 25 ml of 3 x distilled water 
was added. The ampoule was smashed by vigorOUl shoking and a further 
25 ml distilled water was oddad. The flask containing the cismium tetroxide 
was left at room temperature for o few houn and stored 4°c overnight to 
allow the Os04 todiuolve completely. 
Stock buffer solution - was prepared as follows: 
Sodium veronat 14.7 gm 
9.7 gm. 
made vp to 500 ml with distilled water. The buffer was stcred Gt 4°C. 
Hydrochlcric oc:id {O. l N) 8.6 mt of concentrated HCI (36% 11.6 M) 
was dissolved in distilled water to make one litre. 
I Yo OsO 4 fixative, (eH 7 .4) 
Os04 2% 10 ml 
Stock buffer solution 








0 . 9 gm 
The hydroquinone inhibitor in the methacrylote monomer was removed 
by shaking 200 ml n._,tyl methocrylote and SO ml methyl methacrylote with 
100 ml 2% NoOH in <1 separating funnel. This wOI repeated once, followed 
by three washings with woter. The methacrylate monomer was dried by adding 
0 
anhydrout sodium sulphate ond stored ct 4 C. 
To prepca-e prepolymerized monomer, 0 .5 gm benzoyl peroxide was 
added to 25 mJ methacrylate monomer. When dissolved, this mixture was 
dispensed in 5 ml amounts in stoppered tubes ond placed in an oven at 50-
600 C for apf)foximateJy 2 houn with frequent agitation. Vlhen the viSC01ity 
of the liquid approximated that of 9lyce,ol, the tubes were removed ond 
0 stored at 4 C. 










Distilled water added to final volume of 50 ml. 
-4. Preporation of infected FLK cells 
Secondary cultures of foetol lamb kidney cells were grown in 2 CR 
medical flat bottles in Hanks1 LA growth medium. When the cell sheets 
were confluent the growth medium was poured off and each of four bottles 
-1 
were infected with 0.5 ml of a 10 suspenston of the low ea!C!S! strain of 




infected bottles were incubated in the hodzontal position at 37°C for one 
hour. The inoculum was then removed with a pasteur pipette, the c:elb 
washed twice and overlaid with 7 .0 l of HanW LA maintenance medium. 
Four bottles of secondary FLK cells were treated the same way as 
above except that they were not infected with virus. These served as controls. 
The infected ond control uninfected FLK cell cultures were incubated at 
37°C. The cells fr°'" one of the infected cultures and from one of the controls 
were removed each day, washed twice in Hanks' LA (without s:erum) and 
fixed for 30 minutes in 1% Os04 ot 4°C. The cells were dehydrated in 
two changes of 75% ethyl alcohol, each of 6 minvt duration <Ind three 
changes oi JOO% ethyl alcohol, 10 minutes in each. After the cells hod 
b1Nn im.~ in the methacrylate monomer far 60 minutes they were placed 
in the bottom of a gelatin capsule (size 00) and prepolymerized methacrylate 
was poured lnto the capsule. The methacrylote filled capsules were left at 
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room temperature for 30 minutes and then placed in an cwen ot 50°C - 60°C 
far two days. 
A Porter-Blum microtome, fitted with a glcm knife WGS used fot 
cutting the '8Ctions. 
Thin sections of tissues were stained with feed citrate and examined 
in a Siemens Elmiskop I electron microscope. 
Prellminc:ay investigations of the intracellulo, development of the 
hish passage strain of Weuelsbron virus were made using the same technique 
0$ above. Secondary foetal lamb kidney cell cultur• tn 2 oz medical flQf 
bottles were infected with 0.5 ml of a 10-l suspension of this stroin of the 
virvs. The electron microscopic study of the infected cells obtained from 
these cultures was not extended beyond 48 hcurs after infection. 
C. RESULTS 
Thin ~ions of foetol lamb kidney cells infected with the low ease 
strain of Wesselsbron .virus were prepared from cells 24, 48, 72 and 96 hours 
clter infection .. Sections were also prepared of the control uninfected cultures. 
An electron micrograph of control uninfected FLK cells appears in 
Fig 24.. The intracellvJar organeHes are clearly identified and regular in 
appe<W'Gnce. The nuclear chromatin is evenly distributed and the cytoplasm 
fig . 24. 
Electron micr09Faph of uninfected FLK cells (33, OOOX) 
N = nucleus 
C = cyto losm 
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is only slightly vacuoJot.t. 
Wesselsbron V,,us infected cells did not show any distinct changes 
until 48 hours after infection, when the nuclei appeared closely packed, 
and the chromatin marginot«f. The mo1t striking observation was the appearonce 
of many unusuol orderly-patterned inclusions in ••crystolline-like" .array in the 
cytoplasm of a very high proportion of the cells. A low power electron 
micrograph (fig 25) shows this regularity and the three dimensionol nature 
of the inclusions evidenced by the frequent directional changes in the crou-
hatching. 
The varying organization within the lndusions is clearly vidble in 
figs 26 and 27. Sections through different planes show areas of hexagonal units 
in honey comb formation (A) and four sided units in reticulate anay (8). 
This may suggest an orrangement of short hexagonal cyl indas rather than 
aggregates of polyhedral shells. 
Similarly organized structures were never observed in uninfect«f 
foetal lamb kidney cells cultured under the same eonditions1 indicotlng 
that this effect is not likely to hove resulted from damage to the cells 
during prepcration for electron microscopy. 
These indusions appeared to be intimately associated with the 
endoplmmic reticulum which showed grau vesiculation in the vicinity of the 
crrays (Fi gs 26 and 27). 
Many electr'on dense grcm,les, not ossoc:ioted with the endoplasmic 
reticulum were visible in the cytoplasm (figs 26 and 1.7) resembling free 
Fig. 25. 
Electron micrograph of on:t.ly patterned inclusion in 
cytoplasm of infected FLK cells 48 houn after infection 
(3J,300X) . 
I = orderly patterned inclusion 

Fig. 26 . 
Electron micrograph of orderly patterned inclusion 
48 hours after infection (133,000X). 
A = area of hexagonal units in honey comb formation 
B = four sided units in reticulate array 

F• 27. I g • 
Electron micrograph of orderly patterned inclusion 
48 hours after infection showing the association of the 
inclusion with the endoplasmic reticulum (133,000X) 





In some instonces1 particles 15 m It in diameter were seen grouped 
tog ther in proiec:tlons from the edge of the inclusions (Figs 28 C11d 29). These 
resemble those n in HEp-2 cells infected with West Nilevirus (Southam 
et ol 1964), but in this instance the particles were complete virus particles 
35 mJ,l in diameter. 
Occassionalty 11virus-like'* particles measuring approximately 34 mJ,l 
were seen in the cisterns of the endoplasmic reticulum (Fig 30). These particles 
possessed an iMer dense 0 core" surrounded by a I dense "coat .. giving 
confidence to the suggestion that they were virus particles. 
After 96 houl'SI the ••crystaUine•likeu inclusions were no longer 
evident in the infected cells, but characteristic areos of dense aggregates 
(Fig 31) were visible in the cytoplasm in cetmpQl'oble numbers and in situations 
similar to those of the ordered arrays from which they are presumed to have 
originated. In Fig 31 three mitochondria are visible and two .. virus...fike11 
particles measuring opproximateJy 34 mt,t (attowed). 
Ultrathin secli ans of foetal lamb kidney cells infected with a sig-
nificantly tower concentration of Wessetsbrcn virus, i.e. 0 .5 ml of lC-6 




, did not 
show the orderly patterned indusions until 96 houlS after infection and the 
inclusions did not oppeCll' in t«ge numbers. 
F i'g. 28. 
Electron micrograph of an inclusion shov ing projections ot · 
the edge 48 hours after infection (66, 600X) 
p = proiections 

Fig . 2 • 
Electron micrograph of the proiections the edge of an 
inc:Jusion containing 15 mr ides 48 houn after 
infection (140, OOOX). 

Fig . 30 . 
Electron micrograph of "virus-like" particles in cistern 
of the endopl mic reticulum 48 rs aft r infection (140,000X) 
V = 11virus-like 11 partid • 

fig. 31. 
Electron micrograph of dense aggregate present in 
cytoplasm 96 hours after infection. Two "virus-like" 
particles are arrowed (133, OOOX) 
M = mitochondria. 
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Sections of cells infected with a high concentration of the !?!.sh_ 
esase strain of Wesselsbl'on ViJ'U$, also showed inclusions approximat Jy 
48 hours ofter infection . Th inclusions,. however, appeared to hove lost 
the orderly pott structure described e (Fig 32), although they still 
p0Sl58SS an irregular pattern of basically similar struct • Th ir association 
with the ndoplosmic reticulum is clearly evident . /ithin some of the dilated 
cist ns a few ps of virus particles w, ~rved (fig ) measuring 30 f.t 
megsv1rin9 approximately 20 tt· in diam t r with on I ctron dens COl1 
0. DISOJS t N 
lntracytoplasmic inclusions ith "cryst 1i -like" struchi e have 
been described in many animal virus ovirus; gem, 
Howe, ose ond Moor ( 956): H virvs; and 
Rose (1958): Coxsackie virus; Morggn, (1959): Poliovirus; 
Stuort and Fog (1959): asles virus; KaU , Adams, WUliams and 
I gawo (1959): ECHO virus; Stuart, F hand Pia 
Doles and Franklin (1962): EMC vinn, Hinz, 
(1960): Mengovirus; 
Bernhard (1962): 
"Kf1 virus; Dalton, KUham and Zeigel (1963): SV 40 virus; Gr Ian, 
Toumi , Wicker and Bernhard (1963): SV virus; Satter and Rozee (1965). 
t in nearly fNety i t ce the CfY$tcUi 
Simil c,ystoll in inclusions hav also 
crrays isted of vtrus particl • 
lCl'ibed in some virus i fected 
Fig . 32. 
Electron micrograph of inclusions found in the cytoplasm 
of FLK cells 48 hours after infection with the high posscrge 
strain of Wesselsbron virus (66,600X). 

Fig. 33. 
Electron micrograph of group of virus paticles in the 
cytoplasm of FLK eel Is 48 hours after infection with 
the high passaQ! strain of Wesse1sbron virus (280,000X). 
200 r,,p 
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pl ants and insects. 
In contrast to the findings of all the workers in which the crystalline 
orray consists of electrcn dense particles, the "aystalline-like11 inclusions 
found in Wessebbron viM infected FLK cells consist of eledron translucent 
subunits. Except for a phage-infected Group C streptococcus (Cole 1965), 
which displays regular strudures most c:lasely simulating those seen in 
Wesselsbron virus inf cted foetal lamb kidney cells, it is believed that this 
type of inclusion is unique. 
From electron mia-oscopic studies of thin ctions of other Cl'bovirus 
infected tissu culture cells, it appears that viruses in this group, such aJ 
Venzuelan Equine EncephaJ itis and J apanese B Encephalitis (Mussgay and 
WeibeJ 1962; Ota 1965) mature characteristically at the membranes of the 
cytoplasmic: vacuoles •. No evidence to support these observations wca found in 
Wesselsbron virus infected cells. Dense precursor particles are not unccmfflOft 
in the cytoplasm. "Crystalline•like" incluaions have not been reported in 
other arbavirvs infected tlssue c:ulture cells, although the granular foci in 
West Nile viNS infected cells described by Southam et al (1964) appear to 
have vaguely similar regular structure. 
It is suggested that the introcytoplasmic: inclusions observed in 
Wesselsbron virus-infected FLK cells are associated with viral multiplication 
Cl'KI rep-esent structu,; involved in, o, required for, the assembly of virus 
particles which may fint ppear in incomplete form in mosses ot the periphery 
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of th inclusions, and later in complete form in the cisterns of the endo-
plasmic reticulum. 
franklin ~958) stated that lipid containing viruses obtain their 
lipid from host cell as intact lipid material, whereas nucleic acid is newly 
synthesized. This hypothesis has been supported by Kates, A11ison, Tyrrell 
and James (1961) with their work on influenza virus and by Oefendi (1962) 
who stated that the reproduction of all viruses containing lipids is intimately 
related to the membranes of the nucleus, endoptasmic reticulum or cell 
surface, i.e. to preformed cellular lipid. The cytoplasmic indusions observed 
in Wesselsbron virus-infected FLK cells are intimately associated with the 
endoplasmic reticulum and therefore it is highly likely thot the inclusions 
represent a stage in the assembly of viral lipid. 
It is disappointing that so few virus particles were observed in FLK 
cells infected with the low passage strain of Wesselsbron virus but as there 
was o time interval of 24 hours between each culture studied, it is quite 
· possible that the stage at which o lorge number of virus particles appeared 
in the cytoplasm (cf. West Nile, Southo et al 1964) was missed. 
The foct th the characteristic inclusions are only evident 96 
hours ofter infection with a low concentration lnoc:ulum of Wesselsbron virus 
ond then only in comparatively few numbers compc:red with their abundance 
in celJs infected with a high concentration of virus after 48 houn, indicates 
that "crystollizotion11 occurs only when the virus concentration is great. 
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Cytoplasmic inclusions were observed in FLK cells infected with 
the high pauoge strain of Wesselsbron virus . 48 houn after infection and 
numerous virus p«tlcles were visible in groups in the cytoplasm. 
Stereo electron micrographs of the "crystalline-like" arrays were 
attempted but the results were disappointing, probably due to the thinness 
of the sections. 
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XIII - CONCLUSIONS 
The grouping of the arboviruses is dependent on the fact that they 
multiply in arthropods and ore subsequentJy transmitted by bite to susceptible 
vertebrates. The fact that they have certain properti• and structural features 
in common has become obvious in recent years. 
It moy be stated that the members of this group possess o virus specific: 
haemagglutinin; that lipids are essential for their structural integrity; that 
they ore RNA viruses; that they are spherical and have an internal core 
surrounded by a meml:wane (Mussgay 1964). 
Wessetsbron virus was found to possess these characteristics . Abundant 
h.aemagglutinin was detected in infected suckling mouse broin suspensions 
causing haemagglutination of goose red cells at pH 6.1 - 6 . at room 
temperature; the presence of a lipid component in the structure of Weuels-
bron virus was demonstrated by the fact that the infectious virus was inactivated 
by both ether and a bile salt and was supported by the finding of a low buoyant 
density for the infectious particle; the noture of the nucleic acid was confirmed 
by the successful isolation of infectious RNA; the spherical configuration 
is confidently proposed from the evidence that the estimated partide size 
derived from sedimentation and density data agrees with that from ultrofiltrotion 
experiments, and electron micrographs confirmed the presence of virus 
particles with on electron dense core and o less dense coat. 
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This study hi hlights one again the important considerations of the 
relationship of the haemogglutinin to the whol infectious virus particle. 
The apparently confusing r Its which hav a bearing on this 
relationship hove be n r ported on by many oth work investi ing the 
nature of arboviruses. And non (1959) re ards the virus particle and the 
ha ma lutinatin particl as identical • Sabin and escher (1950) assum 
the haemogglutinin of Japanae 8 EncephaUtis virus to be OS5ociated with the 
virus particle since t y found that centrifug tion at 13,000 rpm for one hour 
did not reduce tf e activity of the h mag lutinin preparation whereas aft 
centrifug ion at 31,440 rpm for one hour, all th h mogglutinin was 
deposited with the infectious virus. On th is of th r Its th.e 
haemo lutinin QPJJieared to hove a macromolecular structure at least the size 
of the infectious partic1e (viz. 15-22 mµ by ultrafiltrotion). Yet by ultra-
filtration the h lutinin was retained by membranes with average pore 
diameter of 200 m~ . They t efare su ted that much of th h mogglutinin 
of Japanese 8 Enc phalitis virus exists in on aggregat or polymerized form 
which is larger th th infectious particle. Chen (1961), wor ing on 
mliki Forest virus produced evidence supporting the theory that the 
infectious particles were also the hae lutinatin particles; he showed 
that the ratio of rythrocyte dimer formin units to plaqu forming units. was 
1: 1 • Conflicting results re oined by Kitooka and Nishimura (1963) 
who sedimented Japanese a Enc phalitis vlrus in caesiu chloride gradient 
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and observed the various fractions under the electron microscope. They found 
the particles in the infectious fraction to be 50 ~ in diameter whereos the 
particles in the haema99lutinatin9 component had di ;eters of 10 m~. Thus 
a separation of the haemogglutinating and virus particles was achieved. 
Mussgoy and Rctt (}960) similarly separat the i fectious particles and the 
haemagglutinin of Sindbis virus by caesium chloride density gradient centrifugation. 
Smith and Holt (1961 ), by chromotography on ccdcium phosphate columns 
· showed that the cwboviruses of Groups A and hod two haemagglutinins, one of 
hich, in both oups, was the virus particle. 
Th results of the investigation of the 
virus may be su orized thus:-
(i) by zone electrophoresis the virus sus nsion revealed two hoemagglutinating 
compon nts, on havin the same mobility migrating with the main infectious 
virus fraction and th other of very low mobility and widely separated from the 
former. 
(ii) from density gradient centrifugation studies the buoyant density of the 
hoe agglutinin of Wesselsbron virus was found to be of the same otder as that 
of the inf ctious particle. 
(iii In sti ion of the sedimentation coefficients, the figure for the 
haemogglutinin was found to be half that for the whole infectious virus particle . 
(iv) by ultrafiltration through gradacol brones the infectious particles 
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were found to through mernbrones with APO 72 m~ but retained by 
mbranes with APO 63 m • in striking c tr t with this, th h magglutinin 
passed freely through mbranes of APO 245 m but was held back by membr es 
with APO 222 mt(. 
It is not possible to be certain that the virus particl is ever pletely 
free of haem gglutinin since the tests for haem glutinin are not sensitive as 
those for infectious vil'U1 units. But in the ultr iltratlon ·experiments the con-
centration of infectious virus which passed th es of 160 m was at 
least 10..fold r,e ter than the inimum in eetious virus detectable by hae ggluti-
nation, yet no haemagglutinin activity w d • 
findings suggest that the bulk of the haemos utinin a, be 
sepgroted fr the infectious particle without loss of infectivity md that 
the physical state of the haemagglutinin does not conform with that of a 
spherical particle. 
It is difficult to explain these observations by any way other than 
that the h lutinin forms only a very loose association with the infectious 
virus partid and that wh n it splits from the l fer it o fU ntous 
or sheet-like c iguration. 
Whatever th hue nature of the structur, Wesselsbron virus, the 
theoretical considerations arising from this study prov to be similar to those 
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which have occupied the minds of other research workers dealing with crbo-
viruses. 
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XIV - AP PE.ND IX I . 
DILUENTS ANO MEDIA 
T following are the media used in the preparation ond for the 
maintenance of foet lamb kidney and chick embryo tissu cultures. They 
are listed in alph ti cal order. 
Oxoid was washed ten ti in tap w , ten ti in distil led 
in acetone before in ried at 37° C. 
solution was prepared in distilled w , dispensed in 
9 ml amounts in McCartn bottles and autoclaved pressure of 15 lbs/sq 
in for 20 minutes. 
2. Chicle e 
T n day old chick embryos, aft r ti , viscera, beaks and eyes 
had been r moved, were homogenized with Standard Gey's (J ml/embr)O). 
The homogenat was c trifu at 2,000 r for 30 minutes at 4° C. 
Penicillin (100 units/ml) and Streptomycin (JOO }lgm/ml) were add to the 
su rnatont. 
0 
CEf W<l5 stcred at -20 C. 
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3. Cooper goladose medium {double stren$J!h) - C~x2 
NaO 16.0 gm 
KCI 1.0 gm 
Galoctose 12.0 gm 
NH40 O.l gm 
MsCl2 .. 6H20 
10.15 gm 
Loctalbumin hydroly,ate 10.0 gm 
CoCl2 0.5 gm 
NaH2P04.H20 0.25 gm 
Inositol 0.20 gm 
Glutomine 0.20 gm 
Glutamlc acid 0.60 gm 
Methionine 0.20 gm 
Arginine hydrochloride 0.50 gm 
Biotin 0.002 gm 
folic acid 0.002 gm 
Nicotinamide 0.002 gm 
Calcium pai1tothenate 0.002 gm 
Pyridoxlne hydrochloride 0.002 gm 
Thiamine hydrochloride 0.002 gm 
Ribofl avtne 0.002 gm 
final pH adiusted to 7 .2 ... 7 .5 with N / 3 NoOH and the solution mode 
up to I litre with distilled. water. 
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4. Gey's balanced salt solution 
Gey•s A (10 x ~centrated) 
NaCl 70.0 gm 
KO 3.7 gm 
No2HP04 .12H20 3.01 gm 
KH2P04 0.237 gm 
Glucose 10.0 gm 









mode up to 100 ml with distilled water and filtered through a fine gloss 
filter no. 5/3• 
Gey's C 
Stated /'c. 
NoHC03 2.25 gm 
made up to JOO ml with distilled water and pressure filtered. 
Stored 4°C. 
Standard Gey•s 










s. H ks' balanced salt solution (Hanks' 





m up to 1 litre with distilled wat r 
filt r po • Two ml OtCI 3 added. 
Stored r 
Na2HPO • 0 
KH2 0 4 
Glucose 
ol red (0.4 Yo) 
made up to I litr with distilled w er 
filt po r. Two I CH 13 added. 
Stored at r 
Hanks• bcl 
H 
s• oc 8 

















Solution autod eel pressure of 10 lbs/sq in for 10 minut • 




6. Hanks' lactalbumin hydrolrsate medium (Hanks' LA) 
Hanks• BSS 500 ml 
loctalbumin (5%) 50 ml 
Antibiotic solution 2.5 ml 
Stored 37° C. 
7. Hanks' LA Q!owth medium 
Hanks' LA 500 ml 
NaHC03 (5%)
 3.5 ml 
Calf serum 50 ml 
8. Honks' LA maintenance medium 
Hanks• LA 5 ml 
NaHC03 {5%) 
13.5 ml 
Calf serum JO ml 
9 .. Lactalbumin hydrolysate 5 .0% (LA) 
53b Joctalbumin hydrolysate (w/v) made up In distilled water and 
autoclaved at pressure 10 lbs/sq in for 10 minutes .. 
10. Sera 
Coif and fowl sero were seitz filtered and inactivated at 56°C for 
30 minutes. 
0 
Stored -20 C. 
l 1 • Sodium bicarbonate 5% (NoHCOJl. 
5% NoHC03 (w/v) made up in distilled water . and pressure fJ
ltered. 
0 
Stored 4 C. 
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12. Tris (tris~ydroxymethyl Gminomethane) 0.05 M pH 7 .6 
Tris 2.42 
Gey's A 90. 
Gey's8 5 
Distilled water 5 
Hd (0.2 M) 76.8 
made up to 400 ml with a solution of Gey's A & B and H20 
-18 vol : 1 vol: 1 vol. 
13. Tris Gey's medium 
Gey's A (diluted l: 10) 
Gey's 8 
Tris 0.05 M 
Filtered through fine 91 ass fi I ter no. 5 / 3 
14. Tris growth medium 
(i) Gey's A {diluted 1:10) 
Gey's B 
Gey's C 
Tris 0.05 M 





















To 89 ml of this solution (i) 
LA (0.5%) 5 ml 
Calf serum s ml 
CEE l ml 
Antibiotic solution 0.5 ml 
was added. 
Stored 4°C. 
15. Tris ov«lay medium 
Gey1s A (10 X cone) 20 ml 
Gey's B 10 ml 
Tris 0.05 M 10 ml 
LA 0.5% 10 ml 
Distilled water 40 ml 
filtered through fine glass filter no. 5/3 
Calf serum 10 ml 
CEE l ml 
Antibiotic solution 0.5 ml 
Stored 4°C. 
16. Trypsin base 
Tryf!!n stock A 
NaCl 80.0 gm 
KO 4.0 gm 
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made up to 500 ml with dbtilled water and filtered through two layers of 
filter paper . One ml CH03 added . 
Stored at room temperature. 







made up to 500 ml with distilled water and filtered through two layers of 
filter paper. One ml CHCl3 cdded. 
Stored at room temperature. 
Trypin base 
Trypsin stock A 
Trypsin stock 8 
Distilled water 
Autoclaved ot 10 lbs/sq in for 10 minutes. 
0 
Stored 4 C. 
17. Trypsin solution 







5% trypsin (I :250) (w/v) solution made up in trypsin base and seit% 
filtered. 
0 
Stored -20 C. 
Trypsin solution for use i.25%) 
Trypsin base 




18. Tryf!l,vVersenote solution 







Phenol red (0 .. 2*>) 























Stock ATV was pressure filtered ond 2.S ml antibiotic: solution added. 
The solution was $tored at -20°c. 








xv - APPENDIX II 
APO = average pore diameter 
ass = borate buffered sol ine 
BSS = balanced salt solution 
Bpo = bovine plasma albumin 
CE = chick embryo 
uO = caesium chlor· 
0 S = "detnhibitcr-iz " iabb.it seru.m 
FLK = foetal lamb kidney 
grn = grom 
HA :::: hoemagglutin-ation 
HI = haemaggh1tinotion inhibition 
M = molar 
mA = milliampere 
ml = millilitre 
= millimetre 
m,a, = mil limi cron 
PBS = phosphate huff ed .saline 
PFU = ploqu:e forming units 
rpm = revolutions per minute 
s = Svedberg unit 
s20°w = sedimentation coefficient 
SM = suckling mouse brain. 
w/v = weight per volume 
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